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Abstract

A set of experiments and a simulation study are completed to quantify the effect of the piston
crevice on engine efficiency. The simulation study breaks down the loss mechanisms on brake
efficiency at different displacement volumes (300 - 500 cc) and compression ratios (8-20).
Experiments focus on indicated efficiencies for a narrow range of compression ratios (9.24-
12.57) with different piston crevice volumes. Piston crevice volume is increased in two steps by
machining a groove into the piston top land, and is decreased by raising the top ring. Indicated
efficiency is measured at various loads (0.4 - 1.0 bar MAP), speeds (1500, 2000, 2500 rpm), and
coolant temperatures (50'C and 80'C). All data points compared in this study are recorded at
MBT timing with a relative air-fuel ratio (k) of 1.

For the baseline case (CR = 9.24, speed = 2000 rpm, coolant = 80'C), increased crevice
volume results in an indicated efficiency degradation of 0.3-0.5%-points per 1000 mm 3. This
absolute decrease corresponds to a 1.2-1.5% relative decrease for a 100% increase in crevice
volume; referenced to the control piston crevice modification. Decreasing crevice volume leads
to a gain in indicated efficiency of 2.3-3.5%-points per 1000 mm3 , which corresponds to a 6.9-
11.8% relative increase for a 100% decrease in crevice volume; referenced to the control piston
crevice modification.

Results of the experimental investigation, when compared across compression ratio, engine
speed, and coolant temperature, show that the crevice effect on efficiency is largely independent
of these three parameters. Large gains from decreased piston crevice volume prompt renewed
discussions on piston top land, top ring, and crown design.

Thesis Supervisor: Wai K. Cheng
Title: Professor of Mechanical Engineering

Thesis Supervisor: John B. Heywood
Title: Professor of Mechanical Engineering
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Symbols

Mean piston speed
Convective heat transfer coefficient
Fuel energy of the trapped fuel in the crevice volume at peak pressure
Peclet number
Lower heating value
Swirl Ratio
Tumble ratio
Laminar flame speed
Crevice gas temperature
Swirl velocity
Tumble velocity
Crevice volume
Displacement volume
Friction Work
Indicated gross work output
Pumping Work
Specific heat at constant pressure
Two-plate quench distance
Mass trapped in the crevice
Mass of fuel in the crevice
Fuel mass
Residual mass
Peak pressure
Compression ratio
Residual mass fraction due to trapped mass at IVO
Residual mass due to exhaust backflow
Residual mass fraction
Indicated gross fuel conversion efficiency
Gross indicated efficiency of burning crevice gas
Pressure
Temperature
Area
Engine speed in rev/s
Gas constant
Thermal conductivity
Total charge mass
Mass fraction burned
Coefficient of thermal expansion
Ratio of specific heats
Crank angle
Density
Fuel/air equivalence ratio



1 Introduction

Since the introduction of the CAFE standards in 1975 the US has been moving toward a

more fuel efficient passenger vehicle fleet. Recently, CO 2 emissions have become a key issue in

global energy use, with automotive applications as an important focus. In 2012 an aggressive

new standard [1] was introduced requiring vast improvements in vehicle fuel economy extending

to 2025. To satisfy these strict requirements more efficient engine technology is required. It has

been shown that there are large gains to be had by improving current gasoline engine technology

[2-4]. One very promising solution successfully being realized by automotive manufacturers is

shifting towards turbocharged downsized engines [5-11].

1.1 Turbocharged Downsized Engines

Current production engines tend to be naturally aspirated engines matched to vehicles based

on maximum expected loads. To improve fuel economy these naturally aspirated engines are

being replaced by smaller turbocharged engines. Figure 1-1 shows a typical drive cycle across

the performance map of a naturally aspirated engine. It can be seen that a significant portion of

the drive cycle is spent at part load. Downsized engines have reduced displacement volumes,

thus requiring the engine to work at a higher mean effective pressure under part load conditions

to meet the same torque. This lowers pumping, friction, and heat transfer losses. The

turbocharger then acts to match, and in many cases exceed, the maximum torque of the replaced

naturally aspirated engine. Significant fuel consumption gains (upwards of 15% over the NEDC

cycle) have been reported [8].
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Figure 1-1 LA4 drive cycle results for a small passenger vehicle showing majority of city
driving takes place at part load.

To decrease engine displacement there are two options: decrease the number of cylinders

and/or decrease individual cylinder size. Due to noise-vibration-harshness (NVH) concerns the

number of cylinders is limited to at least 2. Therefore, at some point, individual cylinder size

must be reduced. As cylinder size is reduced engine crevice volumes become a major source of

inefficiency due to a number of factors, but mainly from disproportionate scaling of the gap

between piston and cylinder. Therefore the crevice effect on engine efficiency has become an

important loss mechanism to quantify as engine displacement continues to decrease.

1.2 Total Engine Crevices

Engine crevices consist of small spaces within the combustion chamber, filled with unburned

mixture, whose characteristic dimension does not allow a flame to penetrate. The various

crevices present in modern engines are displayed in Figure 1-2. The head gasket crevice is

composed of the gaps between the head gasket and cylinder liner and the head gasket and head.
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The spark plug crevice consists of the space between the spark plug threads and engine head

ignoring the space between the spark plug central electrode and spark plug body that is large

enough for a flame to enter. The valve seat crevice is the space between the valves and their seats

in the engine head. The piston ring-pack crevice consists of the top land volume, the side and

back top ring volume, and the volume between the first and second rings. Within the piston ring-

pack crevice the top land volume and side and back top ring volumes will be collectively known

as the piston crevice. This piston crevice is by far the largest crevice and has been shown to

account for 80% of the crevice hydrocarbon emissions [12]. In addition, the remaining crevices

(valve seat, spark plug thread, and cylinder-head gasket) all scale with engine size, so as engines

downsize the piston crevice will only further dominate the total crevice volume. The piston

crevice has thusly been chosen as the focus of this project.

q
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php cre
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vice

Head

gasket
crevice

Piston ring-
pack crevice

Valve seat
crevice

Figure 1-2 Various engine crevices present in a modern spark ignition engine.
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1.3 Crevice Mechanism

A crevice becomes a source of inefficiency and hydrocarbon emissions when the unburned

mixture trapped within escapes primary combustion. This occurs when the entrance to said

crevice is geometrically such that a flame cannot enter. This phenomenon is known as flame

quenching and occurs when a flame loses energy (through heat transfer to the walls, burned

mixture, and unburned mixture) faster than it can be created from the chemical reaction within

the flame. The balance between energy loss and generation is dictated by fuel properties, in-

cylinder conditions (pressure, temperature, and composition), and crevice geometry. At the very

narrow crevice entrances wall surface area becomes large compared to flame front area and

quenching occurs.

1.3.1 Laminar Flame Quenching

Over the past half century laminar flame quenching has been a major topic in the combustion

field, with many studies focusing on applications to internal combustion engines. Multiple

approaches have been pursued using parallel plates, tubes, channels and other simple geometry

to measure this quenching effect. Of particular relevance to engine crevice quenching are the

parallel-plate quenching experiments, which find the minimum distance between two large

parallel plates that a flame can propagate. Various studies have been completed, successfully

relating two plate quench distances to quenching in engine [13-16]. In these studies crevice gaps

were varied and tested in engines and compared to laminar flame quenching dimensions.

Multiple analysis techniques were used to detect flame quenching using ionization probes

[13,14], optical measurements [15], and hydrocarbon emissions data [16]. These studies show

the applicability of using simple two plate quench distance calculations for crevice flame

quenching in engines.

There are a number of correlations available for finding two plate quench distances given

engine conditions [17-19]. Portions of the methods used by Lavoie and Williams are combined

in this study to calculate quench distances. Lavoie suggests a correlation for Peclet numbers

shown in Equation 1.1 based on experiments using propane:
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9.5 (p).26-min (1,1/<p2)
Pe 2 = * ( [1.1]

where Pe2 is the Peclet number, 'p is the fuel/air equivalence ratio, and p is the in-cylinder

pressure, in atmosphere. Then, similar to Williams' correlation but with Peclet numbers

replacing the experimental constant, the quench distance is calculated based on heat conduction

losses using Equation 1.2:

_Pe 2 kf
dq,2 - [ 1.2]

PUSL CPJf

where dq,2 is the two-plate quench distance, kf is the thermal conductivity at flame

conditions, pu is the unburned gas density, SL is the laminar flame speed, and cpf is the specific

heat at constant pressure at flame conditions. Laminar flame speeds are calculated using

correlations found for gasoline [20,21]. Unburned and flame properties are calculated using

results from NASA equilibrium programs [22] found in Professor Heywood's textbook [23].

Under normal operating conditions quench distances can range from 0.2 to 0.8 mm, and further

details regarding quench distance calculations are available in Appendix A:.

Focusing on the piston crevice, the characteristic quench dimension is the radial clearance

between the piston and cylinder. In a rather simplified view, if the radial clearance of the piston

is smaller than the laminar flame quench distance upon flame arrival then the flame cannot

penetrate into the crevice. Based on this view of flame quenching it is important to accurately

measure room temperature piston-cylinder clearance and understand piston and cylinder

temperatures so as to estimate thermal expansion.

1.3.2 Piston Thermal Expansion

Piston and cylinder thermal expansion dictate piston-cylinder clearance design in modern

engines. The clearance must be large enough to handle thermal expansion at the highest expected

component temperatures experienced at full load. These maximum temperatures are similar

between engines of dissimilar size. A smaller piston will expand slightly less at a given
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temperature, allowing for a slightly tighter clearance, but this benefit does not scale as quickly as

clearance volume in engine downsizing. This leads to the piston crevice volume making up a

larger percent of the clearance volume in downsized engines. Additionally, because the clearance

is designed for maximum load it will be larger under the part load conditions of interest to this

study.

Engine component temperatures have been studied while looking at heat transfer

characteristics of engines [24-26]. From these component temperatures a simple application of

unrestrained thermal expansion can be applied using Equation 1.3:

diameter = diameter * [1 + a * (Thot - Troom temp)] [1.3]

where a is the coefficient of thermal expansion and T is temperature. For the piston an

unconstrained expansion approximation reflects the physics of the actual expansion and for the

cylinder lower temperatures and a low coefficient of thermal expansion limit expansion, thus

allowing the approximation to remain close.

1.4 Crevice Effect on Efficiency

Unburned fuel-air mixture is pushed into the piston crevice as the charge is pressurized by

the piston compression stroke and the expansion of the burned gas. When quenching at the

crevice entrance occurs, this unburned fuel-air mixture escapes oxidation in the main combustion

process. After the main combustion process completes, the unburned crevice mixture discharges

into the cylinder due to the lowering charge pressure and piston downward movement. As the

crevice gas mixes with hot burned gases in the cylinder, it is oxidized in a secondary oxidation

process, which contributes to engine work output at a discounted rate due to a less favorable heat

release schedule.

1.4.1 Crevice Outflow

To fully grasp the crevice effect on efficiency it is vital to understand the outflow and

secondary oxidation of trapped unburned crevice gas. In a Schlieren visualization study
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conducted at the Sloan Automotive Laboratory Namazian [27] showed that during the expansion

stroke the crevice gas slowly expands upward and is left in a thin layer above the crevice as the

piston moves downward. Expanding on a crevice outflow model developed by Namazian, Min

looked at crevice outflow velocities and characteristics [28,29]. Using normalized velocities it

was shown that the escaping gas from the piston crevice flows upward with respect to the piston

but downward with respect to the liner. This flow out of the piston crevice was found to be

laminar with normalized velocity independent of speed and load. Combined these conclusions

show that as the piston moves downward it lays down a thin layer of crevice gas along the

cylinder wall in a laminar fashion, with a majority of the crevice mass deposited early in the

expansion stroke. In Figure 1-3, a visualization taken from Min [28] shows the laydown process.

Liner

Piston

Figure 1-3 Crevice outflow geometry in the reference frame of piston. The outflow is
stretched into a thin layer in a laminar fashion by the upward moving liner in
the expansion stroke [28].

1.4.2 Crevice Oxidation

Once the crevice gas is deposited on the walls of the cylinder it then has the opportunity to

undergo secondary oxidation. A useful approximation in this oxidation process is to treat the

crevice gas as vertically stationary along the wall diffusing outward into the bulk burned gas.

Min [29] and Wu [30] used this one dimensional approach to simulate crevice gas oxidation.

Both of these studies showed that the dominant factor in this oxidation process is bulk gas
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temperature and that most hydrocarbons trapped in the crevice are consumed before exiting the

cylinder. Min gave a detailed view of crevice oxidation, looking at the time history of crevice gas

particles laid along the cylinder. In this view it was shown that crevice gas leaving the piston

crevice early in the exhaust stroke is almost fully oxidized. This, combined with the fact that

most crevice gas exits early in the expansion stroke, showed that most hydrocarbons trapped in

the piston crevice are oxidized before leaving the cylinder. Additionally this study showed an

interesting look at heat release piggybacking that caused engine configurations with high crevice

volumes to continue crevice gas oxidation further into the expansion stroke. Wu showed the

cutoff temperature for nearly complete oxidation to be about 1400 K and found that between 50

and 90 percent of the trapped hydrocarbons are consumed in post flame oxidation. Another study

using laser-induced fluorescence to look at both unburned mixture and oxidation reactions

confirmed these simulations by showing that nearly all crevice gas exiting the piston crevice is

oxidized until bulk gas temperature is dramatically cooled by exhaust valve opening [31].

Knowing that most of the trapped crevice mass, especially that released early, is oxidized in

the expansion stroke, it becomes necessary to look at the effect of late oxidation on engine work

output. To quantify this effect a curve showing the sensitivity of indicated mean effective

pressure to the heat release schedule was computed, and is reproduced in Figure 4 below [32].

This curve has been obtained by perturbing the burn curve x(0) with a delta function of a small

amount of extra mixture burned at a sequence of crank angles from spark to EVO. This curve

shows how substantially little the crevice gas oxidation during the exhaust stroke contributes to

engine work output. Thus, the unburned mixture trapped in the piston crevice escaping primary

combustion causes a significant degradation of engine efficiency.
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Figure 1-4 Indicated mean effective pressure sensitivity to burn angle. dln(imep)/dx(6)
denotes the percentage change in imep due to a 1 percent additional mass
burned at crank angle 6. During the normal burn duration it has a value of
about 1.0 [32].

1.5 Crevice Effect on Emissions

Nearly the entirety of previous research on engine crevices has been focused on unburned

hydrocarbon emissions. Beginning in 1970 Daniel validated an analytical model with engine

experiments to look at crevice quenching, post flame oxidation, exhaust of burned products, and

oxidation in the exhaust system [17]. Wentworth then went on to show that the virtual

elimination of piston crevices can result in a 47-74 percent reduction in hydrocarbon emissions

[33]. Adamczyk used combustion bombs and gas chromatography to quantify different crevice

contributions to emissions, showing the importance of the piston crevice [12]. Cheng then

completed a broad and thorough study quantifying all of the different hydrocarbon emissions
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mechanisms in an SI engine for warmed up and cold start conditions [32]. Min altered piston and

head gasket crevices to study their sensitivities with regard to hydrocarbon emissions, showing

that the piston crevice had a very small effect on hydrocarbon emissions [28]. Thompson

similarly experimented with different piston and ring combinations, employing natural gas to

isolate crevice mechanisms, to conclude that hydrocarbon emissions did not change significantly

with different piston crevices [34]. Sterlepper used optical-fiber experiments to look at flame

entrance into crevices and actually saw that a bigger piston-cylinder clearance resulted in less

hydrocarbon emissions due to greater flame penetration [15]. Finally, Boam gave a useful

overview of hydrocarbon emissions during the cold start period of engine operation [35].

1.6 Compression Ratio Effect on Efficiency

Increasing compression ratio is a well-known way to improve engine efficiency. These

compression ratio increases are predominantly limited by knock concerns at maximum engine

load, and this limit is especially noticeable in turbo-downsized engines, where production engine

compression ratios lag behind similar naturally aspirated engines. Various fuel and engine

control strategies can be employed to abate knock and realize efficiency gains from increasing

compression ratio.

As a first look at the compression ratio effect on efficiency an ideal gas constant-volume

cycle is investigated. The working fluid in this case has constant specific heat capacities. The

cycle consists of an isentropic compression, constant volume heat addition, isentropic expansion,

and constant volume heat rejection. The efficiency in this cycle is related to compression ratio in

Equation 1.4:

1
1 7 ~i =1-1 [1.4]

where r7fig is the indicated gross fuel conversion efficiency, rc is compression ratio, and y is

the ratio of specific heats. This model gives a very simple relation between compression ratio

and efficiency to show that efficiency increases with increased compression ratio. In this cycle

many real-engine effects are neglected.
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To give a more accurate estimate of the effect of compression ratio on engine efficiency a

fuel-air cycle analysis can be used. In this cycle fluid properties and combustion chemistry are

taken into account. The working fluid no longer has constant specific heat capacities and its

composition changes within the cycle. Results of the fuel-air cycle for various compression ratios

and equivalence ratios are shown in Figure 1-5. These results show that indicated efficiencies

increase at an ever decreasing rate with increasing compression ratio.
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Figure 1-5 Fuel-air cycle results for indicated fuel conversion efficiency as a function of
compression ratio and equivalence ratio. Fuel: octane; pi = 1 atm, T, =
388 K, x, = 0. 05 [231.
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The fuel-air cycle still leaves out many important engine-related variables when calculating

efficiency. Some of these include heat transfer, crevice effects, and burning characteristics. All

of these factors lead to a lower increase in indicated efficiency with compression ratio increase

than that predicted by the fuel-air cycle analysis. A more realistic and modern look at efficiency

changes with compression ratio is given by experimental engine results shown in Figure 1-6. In

this plot changes are normalized by those at the lowest compression ratio tested and are

significantly lower than those predicted with the fuel-air cycle analysis.
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1.7 Research Objectives

The objectives of this study are as follows:

1. To understand the loss mechanisms on engine efficiency associated with engine

downsizing, with a focus on crevice loss.

2. To experimentally quantify the piston crevice effect on indicated efficiency for a

warmed up engine operating at various loads, speeds, and coolant temperatures.

3. To test and verify the effects of the piston crevice on engine out hydrocarbon

emissions.

4. To investigate compression ratio effects on indicated efficiency and crevice loss.

5. To recommend a viable course for future engine piston design with a focus on top

land height.
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2 Efficiency Simulation Study

2.1 Introduction

As mentioned previously, turbocharged downsized engines have been instituted as a means

of increasing engine efficiency. To better understand the efficiency loss mechanisms and how

they scale with different engine displacements a simulation study has been completed [37]. Of

particular interest is the behavior of the crevice loss, which increases with downsizing because of

disproportionate scaling of the crevice gap with engine displacement. This study quantifies the

loss mechanisms on engine efficiency using a cycle simulation model containing a friction and

crevice model.

2.2 Methodology

In this study engine downsizing is simulated by reducing individual cylinder size. Bore to

stroke ratio is kept constant, while engine displacement is reduced from 500 cc/cylinder to 300

cc/cylinder. This constitutes a significant reduction in engine displacement from modem

naturally aspirated engines. A standard setup for a modem naturally aspirated engine is used as a

baseline in this study with details given in Table 1 below. Throughout this study bore/stroke

ratio, con rod/stroke ratio, number of valves, and valve timing are set to baseline values.

Table 2-1 Typical modern naturally aspirated
in simulation study.

engine geometry used as baseline engine

Displacement Volume/cylinder 500 cc
Compression Ratio 10:1
Bore (mm)/Stroke(mm) 86/86
Connecting Rod to Stroke ratio 1.58
Number of Valves 16
Intake Valve Open 0' BTDC-intake
Intake Valve Close 60' ABDC-intake
Exhaust Valve Open 450 BBDC -exhaust

Exhaust Valve Close 100 ATDC -exhaust
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In addition to downsizing crevice loss is expected to change with compression ratio, so this

simulation study looks at compression ratio changes ranging from 8 to 20. Finally, two load

cases are investigated keeping brake torque output per cylinder at 13.4 Nm for part load and 43.6

Nm for full load. For the reference engine, these torque values correspond to BMEP values of

3.4 and 11 bar, respectively. A summary of the parameters used in this study is presented in

Table 2-2.

Table 2-2 Various test parameters used in simulation study.

Displacement Volume/cylinder 300, 400,500 cc

Compression Ratio 8, 12, 16,20

Speed 1600 rpm

Load (as measured by brake torque) Part (13.4 Nm/cyl);
Full (43.6 Nm/cyl)

Spark timing MBT

Spark timing is fixed at MBT timing so that different cases have similar combustion phasing.

In practice, especially at high loads and high compression ratios, spark timing must be retarded

for knock. Relaxing this restraint provides a useful upper bound on performance assuming a

knock resistant fuel, such as E85 or M85, or a knock abatement strategy [38] is implemented.

Combustion is modeled by using a Wiebie function for the cumulative mass fraction burn

profile. Burn duration is 65 crank angle degrees for part load and 55 crank angle degrees for full

load, which ensures the heat release schedule is the same across each load.

The exhaust pressure is kept at 1.05 bar for non-boosted operation. When the engine is

boosted, the pumping loss depends on the characteristics of the compression system which

determines the intake and exhaust pressure. For example, when the intake pressure is higher

than the exhaust, the pumping work could be negative (work output in the gas exchange

process). To decouple this issue from the discussion, the exhaust pressure is set to the same

value as the intake pressure when the engine is boosted so that pumping work is only due to the
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valve flow losses. The actual pumping work corresponding to the proper matching of the engine

and compression system is to be addressed separately.

2.2.1 Friction Model

Engine friction is calculated using a model developed by Patton, Nitschke, and Heywood

[39], which has been updated by Sandoval and Heywood [40]. This model is based on an in-line

4-cylinder configuration with 4 valves per cylinder and double-overhead-cams. It estimates

friction from components such as the crank shaft, piston rings and skirt, cam shafts, and valves.

These components scale geometrically with bore size. Friction values are apportioned to each

cylinder via the frictional mean effective pressure. Pumping and accessory losses are not

included in the friction model. The former is already incorporated in the cycle simulation, and is

accounted for in the net indicated output. The latter is very much technology dependent (e.g.

fuel pumping power for PFI versus DI), and is best left for a separate assessment.

2.2.2 Crevice Model

The piston crevice is by far the most important crevice and so, to simplify the analysis, it is

the only crevice modeled. For durability reasons the top land height is taken to be 6 mm. Radial

clearance between the piston and liner is estimated based on thermal expansion considerations

presented earlier in 1.3.2. The side and back top ring volumes are assumed to be a fixed fraction

of the top land volume. The full crevice specifications are shown in Table 3.

Table 2-3 Crevice Geometry at part and full load points.

Part Load Full Load
Brake Torque (Nm/ cylinder) 13.37 43.63
Avg Piston Temperature (K) 430 490
Avg Liner Temperature (K) 360 390
Head Temperature (K) 380 415
Crevice Temperature (K) 425 480
Top land / liner clearance (mm) 0.300 0.270
Side and Back Top Ring 0.65 0.7
Volume/Top Land Volume

Top land height (mm) 6 6
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In analyzing the crevice effect on engine efficiency it is important to know how much

unburned-mixture has escaped primary oxidation. This study assumes that flame arrival

coincides with the peak pressure point, which results in a maximum for trapped crevice mass.

Since the crevice volume is in pressure equilibrium with the combustion chamber this peak

crevice mass can be found using Equation 2.1:

(Ppeak - MAP)Vcrev
mcrev = RT[2.1 ]

RuTcrev

where mcrev is the mass trapped in the crevice, Ppeak is peak pressure, MAP is manifold

absolute pressure, Vcrev is crevice volume, Ru is the unburned gas constant, and Tcrev is crevice

gas temperature. The fuel mass trapped in the crevice is then calculated from mc, based on the

air-fuel ratio and residual gas fraction.

After primary oxidation has completed, in-cylinder pressure decreases and trapped crevice

mixture is released into the combustion chamber. Based on crevice outflow and oxidation

considerations explained in Chapter 1, full and instant oxidation is assumed as crevice mixture is

released. This assumption is combined with the heat release schedule sensitivity curve from

Figure 1-4 to find the efficiency of the secondary crevice oxidation.

The increase in GIMEP due to the in-cylinder secondary crevice oxidation is small compared

to the overall GIMEP. Therefore, the change in GIMEP is approximated by Equation 2.2:

AGIMEP = GIMEP dln(GIMEP) dx dmf2]J dx dmf do
outflow

where GIMEP is the gross indicated mean effective pressure, x is mass fraction burned, mf

is fuel mass, and 0 is crank angle. Since dx/dmf = l/mf, the gross indicated efficiency from the

secondary oxidation is given by Equation 2.3:
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QLHv OUtf low dO outflow dO

where 77', is the gross indicated efficiency of burning crevice gas, Vd is displacement

volume, QLHV is the lower heating value of the fuel, and mf,crev is the mass of fuel in the

crevice. Figure 2-1 shows the heat release schedule sensitivity curve [32] alongside the crevice

outflow [28,29] (positive for outflow; negative for inflow) for the reference engine at part load

(see Table 2-3 for crevice condition). The value of the square bracket term in [2.3] is simply the

integral of product of these two curves during the crevice outflow divided by the integral of the

crevice outflow. The value of the square bracket comes out to 0.62, which is rounded off to a

nominal value of 0.6. This nominal value of 17', is equal to 60% of the average overall fuel

conversion efficiency, and this is emphasized in Equation 2.4. It is also insensitive to load, and is

used for both the part load and full load calculation. It is important to remember that this value

for 17' is an upper estimate since it was assumed that all crevice mixture is oxidized

instantaneously upon crevice exit.

17' - j,,g * [0.6] [2.4]
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Figure 2-1 Sensitivity of GIMEP to heat release schedule plotted alongside crevice
outflow of reference engine (see Table 2-1) operating at part load (see Table
2-3).

2.2.3 Work Accounting

The brake work output comprises the gross work minus the losses and is displayed in

Equation 2.5:

Wbrake - Wgs - Ecrev(7i,g - 77,g) - W, - Wf [2.5]

Here, Wgs is the indicated gross work output of the engine obtained from the cycle

simulation without the crevice loss. The second term on the right hand side represents the work

loss due to the crevice presence: Ecrev is the fuel energy of the trapped fuel in the crevice volume

at peak pressure, calculated from Equation 2.1 by accounting for A/F and residual fraction; rli,g
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is the gross indicated fuel conversion efficiency of the charge; r7" is the gross indicated fuel

conversion efficiency of the crevice mass from secondary oxidation. The pumping and friction

work losses are W, and Wf. In the following results, the work loss terms are normalized by the

fuel energy.

2.3 Part Load Results

2.3.1 Pumping Loss

The manifold absolute pressure (MAP) is varied to match indicated torque per cylinder, and

is presented in Figure 2-2 for the part load case. As the engine is downsized, MAP must increase

to allow a similar mass of air at the smaller displacement volume. As compression ratio is

increased the engine becomes more efficient and so MAP decreases slightly to match the load.

Even at the lowest compression ratio and displacement volume the engine is still throttled.

0.6

CR.0.6 -- - - - -- - -- _

.0O.5_ -+-8
-5-12

50.4--1 -- 16

-0-20
0.3

300 400 500
Displacement (cc)

Figure 2-2 Manifold absolute pressure at part load condition.

Pumping work per unit fuel energy follows MAP trends very closely and is displayed in

absolute terms for the part load case in Figure 2-3 (a). These values are normalized by those at

Vd = 500 cc per cylinder and are shown in Figure 2-3 (b).

With downsizing the reduction in pumping work per fuel energy is significant and amounts

to 1.5-2 %-points per 100 cc decrease in per cylinder Vd. The normalized values are insensitive
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to compression ratio and are approximately linear with changing displacement volume. A

decrease in per cylinder Vd of 100 cc results in a 25 % decrease in the normalized pumping work

per fuel energy.
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Figure 2-3 Pumping work at part load; (a) pumping work/fuel energy;
normalized by those at 500 cc Vd.

(b) values of (a)

2.3.2 Friction Loss

Component friction work per fuel energy at the part load condition is shown in Figure 2-4

(a), with values normalized by those at Vd = 500 cc per cylinder in Figure 2-4 (b). For a fixed

torque, the fuel energy supplied is approximately the same. The friction term consists of (i)

contribution from parts such as the crank seal and valve train which are independent of the gas

load, and (ii) from parts dependent on the gas load, such as the gas load sensitive parts of the ring

and piston skirt friction. Note that the non-gas load sensitive parts of the ring and skirt have been

separated out to (i). The relative magnitude of (i) to (ii) is approximately 9 to 1.
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With engine downsizing, there is less surface area so (i) decreases, but more gas loading with

higher MAP values so (ii) increases. Taking into account the aforementioned ratio of (i) to (ii)

there is a net decrease in friction work per fuel energy with engine downsizing.

As compression ratio is increased the friction work per fuel energy increases. This is due

partly from the increase associated with higher gas loading, but mainly from the decrease in fuel

energy supplied due to a higher indicated efficiency at the higher compression ratio.

With downsizing the reduction in friction work per fuel energy amounts to 0.75 %-points per

100 cc decrease in per cylinder Vd. The normalized values are insensitive to compression ratio. A

decrease in per cylinder Vd of 100 cc results in a 10-13 % decrease in the normalized friction

work per fuel energy.
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Figure 2-4 Component friction work at part load; (a) friction work/fuel energy; (b) values
of (a) normalized by those at 500 cc Vd.
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2.3.3 Heat Loss

Heat loss per fuel energy at the part load condition is shown in Figure 2-5. As the engine is

downsized heat loss per fuel energy decreases by 1 %-point per 100 cc decrease in per cylinder

Vd. This result is roughly independent of compression ratio.

The heat loss term is independent of the compression ratio because of the charge temperature

behavior with compression ratio change. This behavior is shown in Figure 2-6, in which the

pressure, unburned gas temperature, and burned gas temperature are plotted for compression

ratios of 8 and 20. The major factor in heat loss calculations is the burned gas temperature. For

the higher compression ratio the burned gas temperature reaches is higher during compression

and combustion, but quickly drops below the low compression ratio value during the expansion

stroke. Thus, the higher heat transfer at the beginning of the cycle is compensated by the lower

heat transfer later on in the cycle. The net result, which has also included the effects of pressure

and surface area, is that the overall heat loss is insensitive to compression ratio.
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Figure 2-5 Heat Loss per fuel energy at part load.
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Figure 2-6 Charge behavior for CR=8 and 20 at part load.

2.3.4 Crevice Loss

Crevice loss per fuel energy at the part load condition is shown in Figure 2-7 (a), with values

normalized by those at Vd = 500 cc per cylinder in Figure 2-7 (b).

With engine downsizing, as cylinder displacement is decreased crevice volume decreases at a

slower rate due to thermal expansion concerns described in Chapter 1. At higher compression

ratios clearance volume is decreased while crevice volume remains constant, meaning a larger

proportion of the unburned mixture will be trapped in the crevice during flame quenching at the

crevice entrance. The magnitude of the crevice work loss is significant and is equal to a few

percent of the fuel energy.
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With engine downsizing the increase in crevice work loss per fuel energy amounts to 0.5 %-

points per 100 cc decrease in per cylinder Vd. The normalized values are insensitive to

compression ratio. A decrease in per cylinder Vd of 100 cc results in a 20 % decrease in the

normalized crevice work loss per fuel energy.

Figure 2-7
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2.3.5 Brake Efficiency

Brake conversion efficiency at the part load condition is shown in Figure 2-8 (a), with values

normalized by those at Vd = 500 cc per cylinder in Figure 2-8 (b).
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Downsizing results in higher brake efficiencies due to the combination of factors presented

thus far. Increased compression ratio results in higher brake conversion efficiency at an ever

diminishing rate, mainly due to pumping and friction considerations.

With downsizing the increase in brake conversion efficiency amounts to 2.5 %-points per

100 cc decrease in per cylinder Vd. The normalized values are insensitive to compression ratio

and approximately linear. A decrease in per cylinder Vd of 100 cc results in a 10 % increase in

brake conversion efficiency.
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2.3.6 Component Breakdown

The work output has been broken down into the components discussed thus far for the CR=8

and CR=20 part load cases. The CR=8 part load deconstruction is shown in Figure 2-9 and the

CR=20 part load deconstruction is shown in Figure 2-10. In the following, work will be

discussed as a fraction of the fuel energy. In both compression ratio cases, the gross indicated

work remains approximately the same as the engine is downsized. The gain in brake work is due

to the reduction of pumping work and friction work. The crevice loss increases with decreasing

displacement volume and is especially significant in the high compression ratio case.

Gross indicat dwork

Component friction work
-Losses

Crevice loss

Brake work

CR=8

400
Displacement (cc)

500

Figure 2-9 Deconstruction of engine work output at part load; CR=8, 1600 rpm.
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Figure 2-10 Deconstruction of engine work output at part load; CR=20, 1600 rpm.
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2.4 Full Load Results

2.4.1 Pumping Loss

MAP is varied to match full load torque per cylinder and is shown in Figure 2-11. For most

of the cases tested the engine operates under boosted conditions. For these boosted cases the

exhaust pressure is matched to MAP to eliminate all pumping loses save those from valve flow

loss (which are very small). For the non-boosted cases exhaust pressure is kept at 1.05 bar. The

pumping work per fuel energy for the full load condition is shown in Figure 2-12.
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Figure 2-11 Manifold absolute pressure at full load.
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Figure 2-12 Pumping work per fuel energy at full load.
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2.4.2 Friction Loss

Component friction work per fuel energy at the full load condition is shown in Figure 2-13

(a), with values normalized by those at Vd = 500 cc per cylinder in Figure 2-13 (b). The friction

work per unit fuel energy is approximately half of that at part load, and it decreases

approximately linearly with decreasing displacement volume.

With downsizing the reduction in friction work per fuel energy amounts to 0.34 %-points per

100 cc decrease in per cylinder Vd. This same 100 cc decrease results in an 8-12 % decrease in

the normalized friction work per fuel energy, with the slightly larger decrease being at lower

compression ratio.
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Figure 2-13 Friction work at full load; (a) friction work/fuel energy; (b) values of (a)
normalized by those at 500 cc Vd.
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2.4.3 Heat Loss

Heat loss per fuel energy at the full load condition is shown in Figure 2-14. These values are

approximately 6 %-points lower than corresponding part load values and are insensitive to

compression ratio. As the engine is downsized heat loss per fuel energy decreases by 0.75 %-

point per 100 cc decrease in per cylinder Vd.

0.25
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I -.0.20
-16

-4-12
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Figure 2-14 Heat loss per fuel energy at full load.

2.4.4 Crevice Loss

Crevice loss per fuel energy at the part load condition is shown in Figure 2-15 (a), with

values normalized by those at Vd = 500 cc per cylinder in Figure 2-15 (b). These plots are nearly

identical to those from the part load case due to the fact that crevice fuel mass as a fraction of the

charge fuel mass is almost independent of load. At the higher load, crevice volume is smaller,

crevice temperature is higher, and peak pressure is higher; these effects result in the fuel mass

trapped in the crevice remaining a constant fraction of charge fuel mass.

With engine downsizing the increase in crevice work loss per fuel energy amounts to 0.5 %-

points per 100 cc decrease in per cylinder Vd. The normalized values are insensitive to

compression ratio. A decrease in per cylinder Vd of 100 cc results in a 20 % decrease in the

normalized crevice work loss per fuel energy.
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Figure 2-15 Crevice work loss at full load; (a) crevice work loss/fuel energy; (b) values of
(a) normalized by those at 500 cc Vd.

2.4.5 Brake Efficiency

Brake conversion efficiency at the full load condition is shown in Figure 2-16 (a), with

values normalized by those at Vd = 500 cc per cylinder in Figure 2-16 (b). The efficiency is

significantly higher than that at part load but improvement with downsizing is much smaller.

With downsizing the increase in brake conversion efficiency amounts to 0.7 %-points per

100 cc decrease in per cylinder Vd. This same 100 cc decrease results in a 1.75 % increase in

brake conversion efficiency. The CR=8 plot in Figure 2-16 (b) differs from the others because at

the normalizing displacement volume of 500 cc per cylinder a compression ratio of 8 does not

require boosting to match the full load point. This results in a different reference point for the

normalization and so the plot is different.
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Figure 2-16 Brake fuel conversion efficiency at full load; (a) brake fuel
efficiency; (b) values of (a) normalized by those at 500 cc Vd.

conversion

2.4.6 Component Breakdown

The work output has been broken down into the components discussed thus far for the CR=8

and CR=20 full load cases. The CR=8 full load deconstruction is shown in Figure 2-17 and the

CR=20 full load deconstruction is shown in Figure 2-18. Compared to the part load case the

pumping work is nearly insignificant, while the crevice loss becomes more prominent.
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Figure 2-17 Deconstruction of engine work output at full load; CR=8, 1600 rpm.
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Figure 2-18 Deconstruction of engine work output at full load; CR=20, 1600 rpm.
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2.5 Summary and Conclusions

The loss mechanisms associated with engine downsizing and compression ratio change are

assessed. Of interest are the extents of friction loss, pumping loss, and crevice loss. These

losses are deconstructed via a cycle simulation model which encompasses a friction model and a

crevice loss model. Engine displacement is downsized from 500 cc to 300 cc per cylinder and

compression ratio is varied from 8 to 20. MAP is changed to match constant torque values per

cylinder for part and full load conditions.

The sensitivities of the losses with respect to downsizing are summarized in Table 2-4.

These sensitivity values serve as a framework to make assessment of the effects of downsizing

on engine losses.

With a focus on crevice loss, the absolute value of the loss on brake conversion efficiency is

significant and on the order of a few percent of fuel energy. Crevice loss increases with engine

downsizing and compression ratio increase because crevice volume becomes a larger proportion

of engine clearance volume. The crevice loss per fuel energy is independent of load since fuel

trapped in the crevice as a fraction of total fuel mass is almost constant across load.
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Table 2-4 Effect of downsizing on loss mechanism and brake work at part and full load
points; 1600 rpm.

Part load Full load

Pumping work: -1.5-2 %-point (~-25% in relative Pumping work depends on
engine/compression system matching. The

Wp / fuel value) per 100cc Vd reduction;
valve flow losses are small compared to

energy insensitive to CR
the other losses under boosted operation

Values are lower than that of the part load

Friction work: -0.75 %-point (~-10% in relative by about factor of 2; absolute sensitivity is

W/ fuel energy value) per 100cc Vd reduction less: -0.34 %-point (--10% in relative

value) per 100cc Vd reduction

Heat loss:

Heat loss/ fuel -1%-point per 100cc Vd reduction; -0.75 %-point per 100cc Vd reduction;

result insensitive to CR result insensitive to CR
energy

Value and sensitivity almost identical to
Crevice loss: +0.5 %-point (+20% in relative

Crevice loss/ value) per 100cc Vd reduction; part load case, since fuel trapped as
fraction of total fuel mass is almost

fuel energy result insensitive to CR
independent of load

Brake fuel +2.5 %-point (+10% in relative Efficiency is higher at full load, but

conversion value) per 100cc Vd reduction; sensitivity to downsizing is lower: +0.7 %-

efficiency result insensitive to CR points (+1.75% in relative value) per

100cc Vd reduction
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3 Experimental Method

To investigate and quantify the effects of the piston crevice, compression ratio, and operating

conditions on indicated engine efficiency a series of experiments have been completed. These

experiments were performed over a broad test matrix on a single cylinder research engine in the

Sloan Automotive Laboratory.

3.1 Engine Setup

The experimental setup includes a single cylinder research engine, a variable speed

dynamometer, fuel and air supply systems, and various control and data collection equipment.

3.1.1 Engine Specifications

The research engine used consists of a Ricardo MK III single cylinder crankcase with a

Volvo B5254 pent-roof, 4-valve, central spark plug cylinder head. Additional engine

specifications are given in Table 3-1. This engine setup is representative of modem passenger

vehicle engines with regard to bore size, bore to stroke ratio, and valve timing.

Table 3-1 Experimental engine specifications.

Bore [mm] 83
Stroke [mm] 86
Connecting Rod Length [mm] 158
Displaced Volume [cc] 465
Piston 1 Clearance Vol. [cc]/Comp. Ratio 56/9.24:1

Piston 2 Clearance Vol. [cc]/Comp. Ratio 47/10.87:1
Piston 3 Clearance Vol. [cc]/Comp. Ratio 40/12.57:1
IVO - 0.1 mm (BTDC) 10
IVC - 0.1 mm (ABDC) 50
EVO - 0.1 mm (BBDC) 40

EVC - 0.1 mm (ATDC) 20

Compression ratio change was accomplished using three different piston designs. These

pistons were custom forged and are shown photographically in Figure 3-1. The low compression
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ratio piston is very similar to the stock Volvo piston coming with the head. The two higher

compression ratio pistons have piston crown protrusions to decrease combustion chamber

clearance volume. Figure 3-2 then shows the pent-roof, centrally located spark Volvo head and a

cross section of the highest compression ratio piston in the combustion chamber at TDC.

Figure 3-1 Low, medium, and high compression ratio pistons, left to right.

Figure 3-2 Picture of pent-roof, central spark Volvo head and cross section of highest
compression ratio piston in combustion chamber at TDC.

An Eaton Dynamatic AF-6360 50 hp dynamometer is connected to the engine by a drive

shaft, and controlled by an Eaton Dynamatic Adjustable Frequency Drive. The dynamometer is

able to motor the engine and absorb extra power supplied by the engine while firing. It

automatically adjusts torque to maintain constant engine speed at a manual set-point.
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3.1.2 Air Inductance System

The intake air system is shown in Figure 3-3 and can be switched between ambient and

boosted operation. In this study the boosted side of the intake system was used to calibrate the

laminar flow element before every day of testing. The ambient side was then used for all engine

tests. Air flows through a filter to limit dust and other small debris. A damping tank is used to

reduce flow pulsations and mostly eliminate intake tuning. A throttle plate controls air mass flow

into the engine.

regulator Valve

ambent compressor filter

zi laminar flowv
p a < ~ ~~element throttle t nan

damping to engine

Figure 3-3 Intake air system schematic.

Previous experiments looked at tumble and swirl in this engine by adding different

turbulence plates immediately before the intake port [41]. These turbulence plates are shown in

Figure 3-4. It was found that the 2/3 asymmetric plate caused the most beneficial charge motion

for combustion, so it was left in for these experiments.

1/3 symmetic

2/3 symmetac

2/3 asymmetic

Figure 3-4 Various charge motion plates used in previous experiments [41].
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3.1.3 Fuel System

The fuel system is shown in Figure 3-5. Fuel is drawn from a tank with a pump and passed

through a filter on its way to the engine. At the engine, a differential backpressure regulator tied

to MAP attempts to keep the pressure drop across the injector constant by varying fuel return

flow. Fuel bypassing the injector is returned to the fuel tank through a heat exchanger to keep

fuel temperature close to ambient conditions. Various slop tanks and a nitrogen tank allow for

easy purging of the fuel system after use.

slop
tank 2

valve
to fuel injector _

from intake manifold

differential
backpressure

regulator

V
Figure 3-5 Fuel system schematic.

3.2 Engine Control and Measurement

3.2.1 Engine Control Unit

A MoTeC M4 engine controller is used to control the injector and ignition system. The

injection timing is set to 385' BTDC and the dwell is set to 6 ms. The injector pulse width and

spark timing can be adjusted while the engine is running.
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3.2.2 Data Acquisition System

Voltage signals are fed from their respective sources into a BNC 2090 board via BNC cables.

A National Instruments PCI-6023E data acquisition card reads these voltage signals at two

different rates. Low speed data collection at 20 kHz is used for crank angle resolved data, and

100 kHz data collection is used for fuel injector pulse width measurements. Triggering and clock

rate are set by a BEI H25 incremental encoder coupled to the crank shaft. LabView 8.5 is used to

analyze engine variables in real time and to record raw voltages for future in-depth analysis.

3.2.3 Manifold Absolute Pressure Measurement and Control

An Omega PX176 absolute pressure transducer is located between the throttle and engine to

measure MAP. A digital readout displays the MAP value and the raw voltage from the sensor is

fed into the DAQ system for future analysis. MAP is manually varied using a stepper motor to

open and close a throttle valve.

3.2.4 In-Cylinder Pressure Measurement

A Kistler 6125A piezoelectric pressure transducer equipped with a flame arrestor measures

cylinder pressure. The transducer is mounted such that its face is flush to the combustion

chamber wall. The mounting hole for the transducer is visible in the picture of the engine head in

Figure 3-2. The signal from the transducer is fed into a charge amplifier where it is converted to

a signal voltage. The pressure transducer was calibrated multiple times with a dead weight

calibrator to ensure continued accuracy.

Encoder phasing, which is the rotational alignment of encoder pulses with crankshaft

position, and absolute pressure pegging are critical to accurate cylinder pressure measurement

and analysis [42]. Absolute pressure pegging is accomplished using the MAP reading near BDC,

corrected for sensor response time. Encoder phasing is determined to within +/- 0.05 crank angle

degrees using an AVL capacitive TDC sensor. Results of encoder phasing experiments are

shown in Figure 3-6, where approach and retreat of the piston from TDC coincide during both

TDC compression and TDC gas exchange with the correct encoder offset.
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3.2.5 Fuel Flow Measurement

The engine setup is port fuel injected with the fuel injector aimed at the intake valves. Fuel

injected per cycle is measured using an experimental calibration based on fuel injector pulse

width. This approach relies on the equation of liquid flow through an orifice explained in

Appendix B:. Essentially, taking out the pressure drop across the injector and density of the

gasoline, it can be found that fuel mass flow is linear with pulse width. The linear equation was

found through multiple careful calibrations. To get actual fuel mass flow the injector pulse width

is input into the experimental calibration equation and later corrected for injector pressure drop

and fuel density. Injector pressure drop is measured using fuel pressure and MAP values during

injection, corrected for sensor response times. Fuel density is calculated based on ambient and
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intake temperatures. Fuel pressure is measured by an Omega PX 181-200GV differential pressure

transducer, and fuel temperature is measured using an Omega K-type thermocouple. The injector

pulse width and fuel pressure voltages are recorded directly by the DAQ system, while relavent

temperatures are recorded by hand. Accurate fuel flow measurements are vital to this study as

expected changes in indicated efficiency are small.

3.2.6 Air Flow Measurement

Volumetric air flow is obtained by measuring differential pressure with a Druck LP 1000

Series differential pressure sensor across a laminar flow element. This volumetric flow rate is

converted to a mass flow rate using the ideal gas law with damping tank pressure and

temperature. Damping tank pressure is measured with an Omega PX176 absolute pressure

transducer, and damping tank temperature is measured with an Omega K-type thermocouple.

The air mass flow rate is corrected for water content using a humidity measurement.

Air flow calibration was completed before every day of testing by flowing air across an

O'Keefe critical flow orifice in series before the air flow measurement system. This approach

relies on the equation of gaseous flow through an orifice explained in Appendix B:. Pressure

upstream of the critical orifice was varied, while differential pressure drop across the laminar

flow element was recorded (pressure drop between orifice exit and laminar flow meter exit to

ambient conditions was neglected). The calibration corrects for density effects and a digital

display is set to read volumetric flow rate referenced to standard conditions. The digital display

value is hand recorded.

3.2.7 Air-Fuel Ratio Measurement

A Universal Exhaust Gas Oxygen (UEGO) sensor measures the oxygen content of exhaust

gas. A Horiba Mexa- 110). analyzer reads this signal and displays relative air-fuel ratio (k).

3.2.8 Hydrocarbon Emissions Measurement

A Cambustion HFR400 fast-response flame ionization detector (FID) is used to measure

hydrocarbon emissions. The fast-response FID consists of a main control unit (MCU) and two

remote sampling heads. Sample gas is drawn from the exhaust system through a heated sampling
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tube and into the center of a hydrogen flame within each sampling head. The oxidation of

hydrocarbons in the flame produces ions collected with a high voltage metal collector above the

flame. The rate of ionization, and thus current across the collector, is proportional to

hydrocarbon concentration in the sample, allowing the hydrocarbon concentration to be

quantified with a simple linear calibration. The FID is calibrated multiple times each testing day

using two calibration gases of known hydrocarbon concentration and test cell air as a zero.

Flaine Chamber

Nozzle I

Sample Capillary

4--

Exhaust
Ion collector

Air

Fuel gas

Figure 3-7 Schematic of fast-response FID sampling head from Cambustion used in
hydrocarbon emissions measurement [43].

3.2.9 CO and CO 2 Emissions Measurement

A Horiba MEXA-554 NDIR is used to measure CO and CO 2 emissions. Hot exhaust sample

is drawn through copper tubing submerged in an ice-water condenser, enters a Buchner vacuum

flask, and is drawn through a carbonate desiccant before entering the NDIR. This process ensures

the sample is completely dry to allow for accurate CO and CO 2 measurements with this device.

Water content is calculated analytically to find wet exhaust concentrations.
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3.2.10 Temperature Measurement and Control

Various temperatures are measured throughout the engine setup using Omega K-type

thermocouples at the following locations:

" Engine coolant inlet

" Engine oil inlet

" Intake, about 4 cm from intake port inlet

" Exhaust, about 3 cm from exhaust port outlet

" Damping Tank

Engine coolant and oil temperatures are controlled to about +/- 1 C by overcooling with a

cold-water heat exchanger, and then heating to desired temperature with an electric heater. The

electric heater is controlled via an electronic thermostat to reach a given set point.

3.3 Total Engine Crevices

For this engine setup all crevice volumes present have been measured and are displayed in

Table 3-2. These crevices are shown in Figure 3-8 and consist of the spark plug crevice, valve

seat crevice, head gasket crevice, and piston crevice. To calculate component crevice volumes a

characteristic quench distance of 0.4 mm is used as the crevice beginning. The piston crevice is

by far the largest crevice volume, accounting for approximately 83% of the total crevice volume.

This confirms the decision to make the piston crevice volume the focus of this experimental

study. It is important to note that there is an additional spark plug installed across from the

pressure transducer from prior experiments. This doubles the spark plug crevice in relation to a

normal engine, but has little effect on the total crevice volume. The valve seat and head gasket

crevices are found to be insignificant to the total crevice volume. The total engine crevice

volume as a fraction of clearance volume ranges from 2.7% to 3.7% and increases with higher

compression ratio.
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Table 3-2 Total engine crevices for all three compression ratios tested, measured at room
temperature.

CR =9.24 CR = 10.87 CR = 12.57

Volume
[MM3J

Percent
Volume
[MM3]

Percent
Volume
[MM3]

Percent

Spark Plug Crevice 187 12.0 187 12.0 187 12.5

Valve Seat Crevice 32 2.0 32 2.0 32 2.1

Head Gasket Crevice 37 2.4 37 2.4 37 2.5

Piston Crevice 1294 83.5 1296 83.5 1238 82.9

Total Crevice Volume 1550 100.0 1552 100.0 1494 100.0

Clearance Volume [mm 3] 56450 47150 40220

Total Crev / Clearance [%] 2.7 3.3 3.7

a. b.

C. d.

Figure 3-8 Drawings of (a) spark plug thread crevice, (b) head
seat crevice, and (d) piston crevice.

gasket crevice, (c) valve
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3.4 Piston Crevice Measurements and Modifications

The piston crevice has been precisely measured for each of the three compression ratio

pistons used in this study. A to-scale drawing of the lowest compression ratio piston crevice is

shown in Figure 3-9 and detailed piston crevice volume sizes are shown in Table 3-3. Crevice

volumes are calculated at room temperature (cold) and at the maximum engine temperatures

expected in this study (hot). The piston crevice dimensions and volumes are very similar

between the different compression ratio pistons. Inter-ring crevice volume is reported, but the

main focus of this study is the piston crevice volume containing the top land volume, top ring

side clearance volume, and top ring back clearance volume. Piston crevice volume as a fraction

of clearance volume ranges from 1.8% to 3.1% with increased values at higher compression

ratios and decreased values at higher temperature.

Piston

Ring Side
Clearance
Volume

Top Ring

Ring Back
Clearance
Volume

2nd Ring

Cylinder

p Land Volume

2nd Land Volume
4--

Figure 3-9 To-scale drawing of piston-ring pack crevices for low compression ratio piston
showing locations of crevice volumes listed in Table 3-3.
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Summary of piston-ring pack crevice volumes for all three compression ratio
pistons tested; cold refers to room temperature measurements; hot refers to
measurements under maximum load conditions expected
experiments.

for this set of

CR =,9.24 CR = 10.87 CR = 12.57

Top Land Volume [mm 3] 1018 781 1033 794 973 735

Top Ring Side Clearance Volume [mm 3] 46 45 37 36 37 36

Top Ring Back Clearance Volume [mm 3] 229 191 226 187 228 189

Total Piston Crevice Volume [mm 3] 1294 1017 1296 1018 1238 961

2nd Land Volume [mm31] 768 639 775 646 740 610

2nd Ring Side Clearance Volume [mm 3] 36 36 32 32 40 41

2nd Back Clearance Volume [mm 31] 161 127 159 125 159 125

Total Inter-Ring Crevice Volume [mm 31] 965 802 966 804 939 777

Clearance Volume [mm 3] 56450 47150 40220

Piston Crevice / Clearance [%] 2.3 1.8 2.7 2.2 3.1 2.4

Cold Hot Cold

Three modifications are made to each compression ratio piston to vary piston crevice

volume. These modifications are drawn out in Figure 3-10 and summarized in Table 3-4. Two of

the changes increase piston crevice volume by adding grooves to the top land and one decreases

piston crevice volume by moving up the top ring. Modifications were planned so as to minimize

machining time, while allowing for one piston to be used at all piston crevice volumes for a

given compression ratio. The first groove is half of the radial width of the control piston top ring

groove, and is located 3 mm below the piston crown. The second groove extends the first groove

radially inward matching the dimensions as the top ring groove. The new top land configuration

moves the top ring up to the groove 2 cutout, moves the second ring up to the original top ring

groove, and leaves the original second ring groove empty.
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Piston

7 mm

Top Ring

a.

Cylinder Piston

3 mm groove 1

groove 2

Top Ring

b.

Cylinder Piston

3 mm

Top Ring

2nd Ring

c.

Figure 3-10 Piston crevice modifications; (a) control
(c) decreased crevice volume.

piston, (b) increased crevice volume,

Table 3-4 Piston crevice modification dimensions and percent change in total piston
crevice volume for each compression ratio piston.

Groove Top Land Piston Crevice Piston Crevice Piston Crevice
Modification Thickness Height Volume Increase Volume Increase Volume Increase

[mm] [mm] [%] [%] [%]

Control (0) 0 7 0 0 0
Groove 1 (1) 1.608 7 48.5 48.5 50.8
Groove 2 (2) 3.216 7 95.1 95.0 99.5
New Top (3) N/A 2.997 -44.8 -45.6 -44.8
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3.5 Experiments

3.5.1 Procedure

At the beginning of each test day oil and coolant temperatures are warmed up to desired

values, the laminar air flow meter is calibrated, the NDIR is calibrated, and FID is warmed up

and calibrated. The procedure for each spark sweep is as follows:

1. Set engine speed with dynamometer controller.

2. Run engine until it is fully warmed up and at steady state.

3. Adjust fuel and air flow to get desired air-fuel ratio and MAP.

4. Make initial estimate of MBT timing from real-time NIMEP calculation.

5. Run spark sweep at +/- 70 from estimated MBT timing, recording data at each spark

timing.

6. Pick MBT point based on NIMEP and COV values over the spark sweep.

3.5.2 Fuel

The fuel used in these experiments is a high octane Tier II EEE emission certification fuel

from Haltermann Solutions. This fuel allows for experiments to extend to high compression

ratios where knock could limit a lower octane fuel. It also means fuel properties are nearly

constant across different tests because of the strict quality controls required of a federal emission

certification fuel.
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3.5.3 Test Matrix

The test matrix for the efficiency experiments is shown in Table 3-5. At every speed and

MAP combination for each compression ratio a spark sweep was run. The highest loads at the

two higher compression ratios are knock limited, so they were not included in the experiments.

This test matrix was completed for 50'C and 80'C coolant temperatures. A total of 60 spark

sweeps were taken for these experiments. MBT timing is used in all data results and analysis.

Table 3-5 Test matrix for efficiency experiments.

1500, 2000, 2500 RPM

CR \ MAP [bar] 0.4 0.6 0.8 WOT

9.24 X X X X

10.87 X X X

12.57 X X 0.75
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4 Analysis Tools

Engine-out experimental data is post-processed using various Matlab scripts to look at

combustion characteristics, efficiency values, and emissions data.

4.1 One Zone Heat Release

A one zone heat release analysis has been created based on methods previously developed at

the MIT Sloan Automotive Lab [26,44]. This technique applies the first law of thermodynamics

with the combustion chamber as the control volume. The application of the first law on this

system is represented pictorially in Figure 4-1.

hi dmf

11

IW

Control volume
boundary

h' dmcr

Figure 4-1 Schematic of thermodynamic system and sign convention [26].

Using the sign convention shown in Figure 4-1 the first law on the combustion chamber

system solved for the chemical heat release is written in Equation 4.1:

6 Qch = dUs + 6W + hi dmi + SQht [4.1]
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where dQch is the chemical energy release by combustion, dU, is the change in sensible

energy from reactants to products, SW is the work done by the piston, hidmi is the enthalpy

flow across the boundary, and SQht is the heat transfer across the system boundary. These terms

are converted to expressions containing known quantities such as cylinder pressure and volume

using thermodynamic and mathematical approaches. Details of this process are presented by

Cheung [44]. The result is a convenient form of the one zone heat release expression in terms of

crank angle (0) shown in Equation 4.2:

dQCh y dV 1 dp dQht
d6 y-1 d6+ y-1 d6 d6

T' T 1 In(Y - 1 dp [4.2]

r Tcrev Tcrev(Y - 1) bTcrev y' - 1 d6

Where y is the ratio of specific heats, p is in-cylinder pressure, V is volume, Vr is crevice

volume, T is in-cylinder temperature, Tcrep is crevice gas temperature, T'and y' are in-cylinder

gas temperature and in-cylinder gas ratio of specific heats when flow is entering the crevice and

are crevice gas temperature and crevice gas ratio of specific heats when flow is exiting the

crevice, b is the linear constant at crevice conditions from Equation 4.3, and 6 is crank angle.

Equation 4.2 requires specific heat ratios for various conditions, a heat transfer calculation, and

an accurate crevice specification. In the crevice term the two variables with apostrophes change

based on whether flow is into or out of the crevice. This will be further explained in Section

4.1.4.

4.1.1 Ratio of Specific Heats

Ratios of specific heats for various temperatures and engine processes were taken from

Cheung [44]. These ratios are approximately linear with temperature and are of the form shown

in Equation 4.3:

y(T) = a + bT [4.3]
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where a and b are constants. During compression and expansion a and b are nonzero real

values and during combustion the ratio of specific heats is approximated as a constant value with

b set to zero. The b in Equation 4.3 corresponds to the b in Equation 4.2 for the crevice gas. Data

taken from Cheung is based on Indolene at stoichiometric conditions with interpolation to

account for the residual mass fraction.

4.1.2 Residual Mass Fraction

A residual mass fraction model was created based on similar previous models and residual

analyses [23,45]. Residual gas trapped in the cylinder is the result of two causes: nonzero volume

in the combustion chamber at IVO and exhaust backflow during valve overlap. The definition of

residual fraction and its components are presented in Equation 4.4:

mr
Xr - - = Xr,IVo + Xr,backf low [4.4]

where xr is the residual mass fraction, mr is residual mass, m is total charge mass, xr,ivo is

the residual mass fraction due to trapped mass at IVO, and Xr,backf low is residual mass due to

exhaust backflow. Mass trapped in the combustion chamber at IVO can be calculated by

assuming the in-cylinder mass in the exhaust process undergoes an isentropic expansion [23].

This analysis yields Equation 4.5. The trapped mass at IVO is sensitive to equivalence ratio, but

since all conditions tested are at stoichiometric this sensitivity is neglected.

1 (Pe/pi)l/Y
XrIVO ~~ -* 1|rc = + Q* / [4.5]

c.Tiry'

Q m QLHV [4.6]

Here, rc is compression ratio, pe is exhaust pressure, pi is intake pressure, y is the ratio of

specific heats at exhaust conditions, c, is the specific heat at constant volume for intake

conditions, T is intake temperature, mf is fuel mass, QLHV is fuel lower heating value, and m is
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total charge mass. During the valve overlap period, when both the intake and exhaust valves are

open, exhaust can flow back into the cylinder if cylinder pressure is lower than exhaust pressure.

This is modeled by looking at pressure driven flow across the exhaust valve; a detailed

description of which is given in Appendix B:. Using the calculated exhaust mass backflow the

residual fraction from backflow is calculated using Equation 4.7:

Xr,backf low f back fl * RPM dO[47]
fPiVd (sit 1)6*RP[47

pgairc

Where Thbackf low is the exhaust mass back flow rate, pi is intake density, Vd is displacement

volume, rc is compression ratio, and RPM is engine speed in rpm.

4.1.3 Heat Transfer

Energy is lost from in-cylinder gases through the boundaries of the combustion chamber by

heat transfer. In the thermodynamic environment of the combustion chamber convection is the

dominant mode of heat transfer. This convective heat transfer rate is given in Equation 4.8:

dt = Ah(T - Tboundary) [4.8]dt

where A is the combustion chamber surface area, hc is the convective heat transfer

coefficient, T is average in-cylinder temperature, and Tboundary is wall temperature for the

combustion chamber boundaries. The convective heat transfer coefficient is modeled on

Woschni's correlation with a few additional considerations using Equation 4.9:

hc = 3.2 6c 1B-lp'T O.7s-1.62m Wm [4.9]

where cl is a calibration constant, B is cylinder bore, p is in-cylinder pressure, T is in-

cylinder temperature, m is set to 0.8, and w is the characteristic velocity contributed by piston

movement, charge motion, and combustion defined in Equation 4.10:
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w = 2.28 * Sp + 0.308 * (Utumble + Uswiri)

+.00324c 2 VdTIVC (P Pm) [4.10]
PivcV v

Where Sp is mean piston speed, Utumble is tumble velocity, Uswirl is swirl velocity, C2 is a

calibration constant, Vd is displacement volume, Tjvc is in-cylinder temperature at IVC, Pivc is

in-cylinder pressure at IVC, Vjvc is cylinder volume at IVC, p is in-cylinder pressure, and pm is

motored in-cylinder pressure. The first term to the right of the equals sign represents charge

motion induced by the piston, the second term represents charge motion from engine tumble and

swirl, and the third term represents charge motion induced by combustion. The charge motion

term from combustion looks at the difference between actual and motored pressure referenced to

IVC. Motored pressure is calculated based on an isentropic cycle given the initial mass, pressure,

and temperature. The constant c2 is used to calibrate the extent to which combustion affects the

charge motion. Engine tumble and swirl have been thoroughly investigated on a steady flow rig

for this engine setup generating flow coefficients used in this heat transfer analysis [41]. These

flow coefficients are combined with engine variables in Equation 4.11 to find tumble and swirl

ratios:

j8r2  ] 2 12
Rtumble/swirl = iT1JpBL f (AvCD)Ctumble/swir jdO I (AvCD)dO [4.11]

01 ] /Lf1oo

Where Rtumble/swir, are tumble or swirl ratios, rl, is volumetric efficiency referenced to

intake manifold conditions, B is bore, L is stroke, A. is valve curtain area, CD is valve discharge

coefficient, and Ctumble/swirl are the tumble or swirl coefficients. The integrals in Equation 4.11

are calculated while the intake valves are open. These tumble and swirl ratios are then input into

Equation 4.12 to find tumble and swirl velocities:

Utumble/swiri = 7TNBRtumble/swirl [4.12]
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where Utumble/swiri are tumble or swirl velocities, N is engine speed in rev/s, B is bore, and

Rtumble/swirl are tumble or swirl ratios. Tumble and swirl velocities are then input back into

Equation 4.10 to assess the heat transfer impact of added charge motion from engine tumble and

swirl. This heat transfer model is based on Woschni's correlation with the effects of tumble and

swirl added for this specific engine setup. Two calibration constants, ci and c2, are added to the

model to allow for adjustment of the heat transfer impact.

4.1.4 Crevice Model

In this model the piston crevice is the only crevice included and crevice volume is calculated

based on thermal expansion considerations. The fourth term to the right of the equals sign in

Equation 4.2 represents the crevice volume impact on heat release. When cylinder pressure is

rising, mass is flowing into the crevice and therefore the terms with apostrophes are evaluated at

in-cylinder conditions. When cylinder pressure is falling, mass is flowing out of the crevice and

therefore the terms with apostrophes are evaluated at crevice conditions. This crevice model

essentially finds the enthalpy change due to flow into and then out of the piston crevice. Crevice

temperature is calculated as an average of piston top land temperature and upper liner

temperature. Blowby is neglected in this model.

4.2 Crevice Hydrocarbon Emission Model

A basic hydrocarbon emission model is used to check provide bounds on expected

hydrocarbon emissions while checking validity of FFID measurements. This model is based on a

broad study of hydrocarbon emissions mechanisms performed at the Sloan Automotive

Laboratory [32], which is summarized in the flowchart in Figure 4-2. Three scenarios are

investigated for each operating point: all fuel trapped in piston crevice is exhausted as HC

emission, all fuel trapped in piston crevice is oxidized, all fuel trapped in piston crevice is

oxidized according to the flowchart. The three cases only differ in treatment of the HC emissions

from the piston crevice and leave all other sources as values seen in Figure 4-2.
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Figure 4-2 Complete flow chart for the gasoline fuel, which enters each cylinder, through
both the normal combustion process (left side) and the unburned hydrocarbon
mechanisms (right side). Numbers in parenthesis denote an HC emission index
(% of gasoline entering the cylinder each cycle) for each step in the total
process [32].
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4.3 Piston-Ring Pack Model

A dynamic piston-ring pack model has been developed at the Sloan Automotive Lab to study

friction, oil consumption, wear, and blowby [46-49]. In quantifying these areas this model

specifically examines ring-liner lubrication, gas flows, ring dynamics, and the influence of piston

and ring design parameters. In this study the gas flow calculation given different piston design

parameters and in-cylinder conditions is of particular interest.

The model requires in-cylinder pressure, detailed piston and ring dimensions, and liner and

piston finite element analyses at warmed up temperatures. The latter requirement has been

approximated with similar piston and cylinder sizes as this data was not readily available for the

custom pistons tested.

Outputs of the dynamic piston-ring pack model include: pressures of different cavities, mass

flow rate between different cavities, axial forces, moments on the top two rings, axial relative

location of the top two rings, and hydrocarbon emission index from piston crevice. Blowby values

and hydrocarbon emission indices have been extracted from the output files for a number of different

cases. The different experimental conditions simulated are summarized in Table 4-1. In the table the

first row indicates the baseline case and bolded experimental parameters in subsequent rows show

deviations from the baseline.

Table 4-1 Experimental test points simulated using the dynamic piston-ring pack model.

Compression Crevice Coolant Temp Speed MAP
Ratio Groove [0C] [RPM] [bar]
9.24 control 80 2000 0.6

10.87 control 80 2000 0.6

12.57 control 80 2000 0.6

9.24 groove 2 80 2000 0.6

9.24 New Top 80 2000 0.6

9.24 control 80 1500 0.6

9.24 control 80 2500 0.6

9.24 control 80 2000 0.8
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5 Experimental Results and Analysis

5.1 Part Load Definition

To best analyze the experimental results two part load NIMEP values are chosen based on a

constant indicated torque per cylinder of 13.36 Nm. The first of these is based on the

displacement volume of the research engine, and is representative of current naturally aspirated

engines at part load. The second is based on a turbo-downsized engine displacement of 300 cc

per cylinder, which would signify an aggressive turbo-downsizing strategy. These part load

points are summarized in Table 5-1.

Table 5-1 Part load NIMEP values for naturally aspirated and turbo-downsized
displacement volumes.

Naturally Aspirated Turbo-Downsized
Indicated Torque per Cylinder [N*m] 13.36 13.36

Displacement Volume [cc] 465 300
NIMEP [bar] 3.6 5.6

5.2 Baseline Case

5.2.1 Case Definition

The baseline case in this investigation is summarized in Table 5-2. The low compression

ratio piston is chosen since it is representative of the stock piston of the Volvo head. A mid-

speed is chosen along with a warmed up coolant temperature to best approximate actual engine

conditions. In the baseline, as in all data points discussed, the relative air-fuel ratio (k) is set to 1

and MBT timing is used. This baseline will be the basis for which different trends with engine

conditions and piston geometry will be researched.
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Table 5-2 Baseline testing conditions.

Compression Ratio 9.24
Engine Speed [RPM] 2000
Coolant Temperature [0C] 80
Lambda [A] 1
Spark Advance MBT Timing

5.2.2 Mass Trapped in Piston Crevice

Mass trapped in the piston crevice plays a vital role in the crevice effect on engine efficiency.

To calculate the approximate mass trapped in the crevice an approach identical to that used in the

simulation study is applied to experimental data. Equation 5.1 is used to calculate this

approximate trapped crevice mass:

(Ppeak - MAP)Vcrev
mcrev = RuTce [ 5.1 ]

Ru crev

where mcrev is the mass trapped in the crevice, Ppeak is peak pressure, MAP is manifold

absolute pressure, Vcrev is crevice volume, RU is the unburned gas constant, and Tcrev is crevice

gas temperature. To find trapped crevice masses the values in [5.1] are measured and evaluated

from experiments. At the baseline case (Table 5-2) four different MAP values are tested at each

modified piston geometry; peak pressures are plotted versus NIMEP in Figure 5-1, crevice

temperatures are plotted versus NIMEP in Figure 5-2, crevice volumes are plotted versus NIMEP

in Figure 5-3, and trapped crevice masses are plotted versus NIMEP in Figure 5-4. Experimental

data points are plotted as small markers, with a color-matched dashed line representing a

modified cubic interpolation connecting them. The two part load NIMEP values (Table 5-1) are

interpolated and plotted for each piston crevice modification.
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Peak pressure increases linearly with increasing NIMEP for each of the piston crevice

modifications tested. This is the expected trend as more mass is allowed into the cylinder at

higher load resulting in higher initial, compression and combustion pressures. The peak pressure

is independent of piston crevice modification at this baseline case. This is also expected because

changing the crevice volume should have little effect on initial mass in the cylinder.

Peak Pressure vs MAP
CR = 9.24, RPM = 2000, Coolant = 800C
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Figure 5-1 Peak pressure versus MAP for the baseline case with control piston crevice
modification.
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Crevice temperature increases linearly with increasing NIMEP for each of the piston crevice

modifications tested. The linear increase is the result of user input approximate component

temperatures, and thus the trend is that defined by previously reported experiments. The crevice

temperature is very nearly independent of piston crevice modification at this baseline case. There

is a slight decrease in crevice temperature at the lower crevice volumes, but this has almost no

effect on the total trapped crevice mass.

Crevice Temperature vs NIMEP
CR = 9.24, RPM = 2000, Coolant = 80*C
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Figure 5-2 Crevice temperature versus NIMEP for the baseline case at various piston
crevice modifications.
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As NIMEP is increased crevice volume slightly decreases in a linear fashion. This is the

result of thermal expansion considerations. Component temperatures increase with NIMEP,
resulting in a shrinking crevice gap and ultimately a reduced crevice volume. Across piston

crevice modifications crevice volume changes similarly to the planned changes at room

temperature. Increases are slightly higher than found at room temperature for increased crevice

volumes because thermal expansion does not affect the groove volume much.

Crevice Volume vs NIMEP
CR = 9.24, RPM = 2000, Coolant = 80*C
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Figure 5-3 Crevice volume versus NIMEP for the baseline case at various piston crevice
modifications.
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Trapped crevice mass as a fraction of total charge mass decreases with increasing NIMEP.

This happens at different rates depending on the piston crevice modification, and the lower the

crevice volume the less dramatic the decrease. Interestingly, the higher crevice volumes, groove

1 and groove 2, seem to change slope as NIMEP is increased. This is due to non-linear changes

in peak pressure with increasing NIMEP. Across piston crevice modifications, as expected,

trapped crevice mass per total charge mass increases with higher crevice volume. It is interesting

to note that these numbers are quite high, with the groove 2 piston crevice modification

accounting for about 20% of the total mass at the peak pressure point. Even though these

volumes are small compared to the combustion chamber volume, the low gas temperatures and

high pressures lead to significant mass trapped in the crevice. As an aside, in a diesel engine this

large mass of trapped crevice mass consists of air, leading the engine to burn much leaner.

Crevice Mass vs NIMEP
CR = 9.24, RPM = 2000, Coolant = 80*C
I I I I
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Figure 5-4 Crevice mass versus NIMEP for the baseline case at various piston crevice
modifications.
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5.2.3 Flame Arrival at Piston Crevice

This experimental engine employs a central spark plug for all conditions tested, which means

that flame arrival at the piston crevice should come near the end of primary combustion. There

will be various irregularities in the travel of the turbulent flame causing the flame front to reach

different sections of the piston crevice at different times. These irregularities include: faster

travel towards a warmer exhaust, tumble and swirl in the combustion chamber, and combustion

chamber geometry. As an approximate look at where flame arrival occurs the crank angle of 90%

mass burned (CA90) is investigated. CA90 values are found by using the one zone heat release

code presented in Analysis Tools. These values correspond to the crank angle at which 90% of

the primary fuel mass is burned; relative to the total mass burned at the end of primary

combustion. The CA90 values for the baseline case (Table 5-2) with the control piston crevice

modification are plotted alongside peak pressure locations versus NIMEP in Figure 5-5. If it is

assumed that the flame approximately arrives at the crevice when 90% of the fuel mass is

burned, then from this plot the approximation of flame arrival at peak pressure is not such a bad

estimation. This finding is consistent with assumptions made in the simulation study and

hydrocarbon emissions model. This plot and resulting conclusion is representative of nearly all

additional test conditions.
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Figure 5-5 Crank angle locations of peak pressure and 90% mass burned versus NIMEP
for the baseline case with control piston crevice modification.

Knowing that flame arrival coincides with peak pressure, conditions at peak pressure are

used to calculate two-plate quench distances with the method described in Appendix A:. These

quench distance calculations are shown along with piston crevice clearances versus NIMEP at

each piston crevice modification in Figure 5-6. It is important to note that the piston crevice

clearance is the clearance that would be present if the piston and cylinder were perfectly circular

and concentric. This is obviously not the case so there is some added complexity involved in

comparing two-plate quench distances to piston crevice clearances. The two lower NIMEP

values shown (0.4 and 0.6 bar MAP) have two-plate quench distances that are higher or about

equal to the simplified piston crevice clearance. This shows that for the naturally aspirated part

load case, in a very simple view, most of the entrance to the piston crevice will act to quench the

flame. At the two higher NIMEP values shown (0.8 and 1.0 bar MAP) the two-plate quench
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distances are slightly lower than the piston crevice clearances, so at the turbocharged part load

point less of the piston crevice entrance would quench the flame. Because the actual piston-

cylinder clearance is so irregular this analysis can only be approximate, but can still give insight

into how the two part load cases differ with changing crevice volume.

Top Land Flame Quenching vs NIMEP
CR = 9.24, RPM = 2000, Coolant = 80*C
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Figure 5-6 Two-plate quench distances and piston crevice clearances versus NIMEP for
the baseline case at various piston crevice modifications.

5.2.4 Crevice Volume Effect on Efficiency

For the baseline case, (Table 5-2) four different MAP values are tested at each modified

piston geometry, and the indicated efficiency versus NIMEP is displayed in Figure 5-7.

Experimental data points are plotted as small markers, with a color-matched dashed line
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representing a modified cubic interpolation connecting them. The two part load NIMEP values

(Table 5-1) are interpolated and plotted for each piston crevice modification. Piston

modifications listed in the legend correspond to the different crevice volume modifications

presented in Table 3-4. It can be seen from this baseline case that the engine is well behaved at

these conditions with similar curve shapes as crevice volume is changed. As load is increased the

individual curves seem to be approaching an asymptote. As such indicated efficiency is found to

increase with increasing load at an ever-decreasing rate. Across the piston crevice modifications

higher efficiencies result from lower crevice volumes. Something to note is the substantial

increase in efficiency with the new top land height.

Indicated Efficiency vs NIMEP
CR = 9.24, RPM = 2000, Coolant = 80*C

38
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1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
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Figure 5-7 Indicated efficiency versus NIMEP for the baseline case at various piston
crevice modifications.
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The two part load points (Table 5-1) for the baseline case (Table 5-2) have been isolated and

are shown with absolute values in Figure 5-8 and with relative values, referenced to control

piston crevice modification, in Figure 5-9. In these plots efficiencies are plotted versus crevice

volume, which is calculated based on thermal expansion considerations under engine operating

conditions. The control piston crevice volume is the case slightly above 1000 mm3 . With the

increased crevice volume absolute indicated efficiency falls approximately linearly at a rate of

about 0.3-0.5%-points per 1000 mm 3. When the top ring is moved up and crevice volume

decreased there is a dramatic increase in absolute efficiency of about 2.3-3.5%-points per 1000

mm 3. The corresponding rates for relative efficiency are 1.4-1.8% for a 120% increase in crevice

volume and 3.1-5.3% for a 45% decrease in crevice volume. The changes in absolute and relative

efficiency from decreasing crevice volume by shortening the top land height are substantial.
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Figure 5-8 Indicated efficiency
load NIMEP values.

versus crevice volume for the baseline case at two part
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Indicated Efficiency Relative Change vs Crevice Volume Relative Change
CR = 9.24, RPM = 2000, Coolant = 80*C
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Figure 5-9 Relative indicated efficiency change versus relative crevice volume change for
the baseline case at two part load NIMEP values.

To further look into the slope of efficiency versus crevice volume an approximate theoretical

cycle analysis is undertaken. The net indicated efficiency accounting for the crevice loss and

pumping loss is given by Equation 5.2:

77i,n =
WNo crev - WLoss,crev -W

mfQLHV
[5.2]

where ?i,n is the net indicated efficiency, WNo crev is the gross work per cycle without the

crevice, WLosscrev is the work lost due to the crevice, W, is the pumping work, mf is fuel mass,

and QLHV is the lower heating value of the fuel. The work lost due to the crevice is defined in

Equation 5.3:
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WLoss,crev = Ecrv(7i*g - 7i ,g) [5.3]

where WLoss,crev is the work lost due to the crevice, Ecrv is the fuel energy of the trapped fuel

in the crevice volume at peak pressure, n*'g is the gross indicated efficiency without the crevice,

and 11,g is the gross indicated efficiency of burning crevice gas. Fuel energy trapped in the

crevice is calculated from [2.1] by accounting for A/F, and after some rearranging Equation 5.4

is formed:

WLoss,crev = 1 (Ppeak - MAP)Vcrev j
mfQLHV mf (1 + A/F)RuTcrev , g ) [5.4]

where Woss,crev is the work lost due to the crevice presence, mf is fuel mass, QLHV is the

lower heating value of the fuel, Ppeak is peak pressure, MAP is manifold absolute pressure, Vcrev

is crevice volume, A/F is the air-fuel ratio, R, is the unburned gas constant, Tcrev is crevice

temperature, 77 g is the gross indicated efficiency without the crevice, and 7,g is the gross

indicated efficiency of burning crevice gas. Equation 5.4 can then be inserted into Equation 5.2

and the derivative of efficiency taken with respect to crevice volume. The gross work without the

crevice and pumping work are both constant with changing crevice volume and so drop out of

the derivative. The unburned gas constant and burned gas constant are assumed approximately

equal and the MAP is neglected because it is much smaller than peak pressure. The resulting

derivative is given in Equation 5.5:

d -/in 1 Tpeak [
dVcrev Vpeak Tcrev

where ?7in is the net indicated efficiency, Vrev is crevice volume, Tpeak is temperature at

peak pressure, Vpeak is volume at peak pressure, Tcrev is crevice temperature, r*[g is the gross

indicated efficiency without the crevice, and r7', is the gross indicated efficiency of burning

crevice gas. Due to data availability, 17,, is approximated as the gross indicated efficiency from

experiments with the crevice included. This is good to second order for small changes in
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efficiency resulting from the crevice. Based on the analysis is Section 2.2.2, r17g is set to

0.6*7*'g. Looking at Equation 5.5 it is interesting to note that all variables are largely constant

with load and speed, and thus the equation is independent of both load and speed. Experimental

data for the baseline case at a MAP value of 0.6 bar and control piston crevice modification is

input into [5.5] to give a slope of about -1.2 %-point per 1000 mm 3; displayed in Equation 5.6.

dV = -1.2 %-points per 1000 mm3 [5.6]dVcrev

This value is an approximate basis for the change in net indicated efficiency brought about

by varying crevice volume. It only slightly under predicts values seen in the experiments, and is

clearly on the same order of magnitude as the experimental changes seen. That this theoretical

slope is lower than experimental results could say that there is some flame penetration, thus

changing the actual crevice volume that is escaping primary combustion. This would slide the

points in Figure 5-8 to the left varying amounts, possibly matching the slopes to this theoretical

value.

5.2.5 Burning Characteristics

Using the one zone heat release analysis presented in Analysis Tools, mass fraction burned

curves are found for the baseline case at a MAP value of 0.6 bar for different piston crevice

volume modifications. The burn curves are presented in Figure 5-10 through Figure 5-13. These

figures break down the mass fraction burned into its components: sensible energy change

between reactants and products, work done on piston, heat transfer, and crevice effect. The

sensible energy change and piston work are combined as they are not individually of interest.

From the differences between the lines information about heat transfer and crevice effect can be

extracted, and from the total burn curve, comparisons can be made between different piston

geometries.

The burn curves shown in Figure 5-10 to Figure 5-13 share a number of similarities with

slight magnitude changes for different components. The sensible energy change plus piston work

rises dramatically during combustion, reaches a peak at the end of combustion, and then steadily
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decreases during expansion. Heat transfer remains small until charge temperature rises due to

combustion, and then steadily increases until exhaust valve opening. The crevice effect on heat

release has little impact until late in combustion and then remains relatively constant from end of

combustion to exhaust valve opening. This is consistent with prior research and how the heat

release code is setup to deal with the crevice effect. From the burn curve for the control piston it

can be seen that a substantial portion of the in-cylinder fuel mass is pushed into the crevice.

Information regarding cumulative heat transfer loss, cumulative crevice enthalpy loss, and

10-90 burn duration is taken from burn curves similar to those in Figure 5-10 to Figure 5-13.

This detailed information allows for comparisons across crevice volume and load for the baseline

case.

MFB trace for 1457
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Figure 5-10 Mass fraction burn curve for the baseline case with control piston breaking
down different components of heat release.
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MFB trace for 2166
Spark = -20 ATDC, EVO = 140 ATDC
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Figure 5-11 Mass fraction burn curve for the baseline case with groove
modification breaking down different components of heat release.
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MFB trace for 3491
Spark = -22 ATDC, EVO = 140 ATDC
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Figure 5-12 Mass fraction burn curve for the baseline case with groove 2
modification breaking down different components of heat release.
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MFB trace for 4512
Spark = -22 ATDC, EVO = 140 ATDC
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Figure 5-13 Mass fraction burn curve for the baseline case with new top land piston
modification breaking down different components of heat release.
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The cumulative heat transfer values at EVO per fuel energy at different piston crevice

modifications have been extracted from their respective bum curves, and are plotted against

NIMEP in Figure 5-14. Experimental data points are connected with a modified cubic

interpolation and the two part load NIMEP values from Table 5-1 are calculated. These curves

give an overview of the heat transfer loss per cycle at different loads for different piston crevice

modifications. Heat transfer losses as a fraction of total fuel energy decrease with increasing

NIMEP values for a given piston crevice modification. This is because in-cylinder temperatures

increase at a slower rate than total fuel energy as NIMEP is increased; higher NIMEP values

require significantly larger amounts of fuel but heat transfer from higher in-cylinder temperatures

only increases modestly.

For all but the lowest loads larger crevice volume results in lower heat transfer loss as a

fraction of fuel energy. For a given load, speed, coolant temperature, and compression ratio,

increasing crevice volume lowers in-cylinder temperatures and increases total fuel energy, thus

lowering the heat transfer loss per fuel energy. Lower in-cylinder temperatures result from less

fuel burning during primary combustion, and higher total fuel energies result from lower engine

efficiency at larger crevice volumes. There is a large jump from the control piston crevice

modification to the new top land modification due to the decrease in total fuel energy from

running more efficiently, and the higher combustion temperature because of less leakage to

crevice. At the lowest NIMEP values tested there are some unexpected values for a couple of the

piston crevice modifications, which could be due to less stable operation.
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Cumulative Heat Transfer at EVO vs NIMEP
CR = 9.24, RPM = 2000, Coolant = 80*C
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Figure 5-14 Cumulative heat transfer at EVO per fuel energy versus NIMEP for the
baseline case at various piston crevice modifications.
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The cumulative crevice enthalpy change values at EVO per fuel energy at different crevice

volumes have been extracted from their respective burn curves, and are plotted against NIMEP

in Figure 5-15. Experimental data points are connected with a modified cubic interpolation and

the two part load NIMEP values from Table 5-1 are calculated. The cumulative crevice enthalpy

change here is defined as the net enthalpy flow into the crevice; total enthalpy into crevice minus

total enthalpy out of the crevice. This value does not account for the secondary burning of the

crevice gas and simply provides a correction for traditional chemical heat release analysis.

Curves for individual piston crevice modifications are essentially constant with load because

trapped crevice fuel mass as a fraction of total fuel mass very nearly remains constant as load is

increased. This result agrees with a conclusion from the simulation study; trapped crevice fuel

mass as a fraction of total mass is independent of load.

Looking across different piston crevice modifications, larger crevice volumes lead to higher

cumulative crevice enthalpy changes per fuel energy. This is intuitive since larger crevice

volume allows more fuel mass to be trapped in the crevice. Looking at the approximately equal

spacing between the various curves, and knowing that crevice volume modifications are very

nearly linear, it can be concluded that the crevice enthalpy loss due to the crevice is linear.
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Cumulative Crevice Enthalpy Change at EVO vs NIMEP
CR = 9.24, RPM = 2000, Coolant = 80*C
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Figure 5-15 Cumulative crevice enthalpy change
for the baseline case at various piston
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at EVO per fuel energy versus NIMEP
crevice modifications.
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The 10-90 burn durations at different crevice volumes have been extracted from their

respective burn curves, and are plotted against NIMEP in Figure 5-16. Experimental data points

are connected with a modified cubic interpolation and the two part load NIMEP values from

Table 5-1 are calculated. These bum durations give information about the speed of primary

combustion; given a constant speed a lower 10-90 bum duration value equates to a faster primary

combustion event. The curves for individual piston crevice modifications decrease with

increasing NIMEP values, meaning that primary combustion is faster with higher load. This is

due to increased charge motion and a denser charge increasing flame propagation speeds. The

curves are nearly linear with NIMEP except for slightly higher burn durations at the lowest

NIMEP values. At the lowest NIMEP values combustion instability, especially poor charge

motion, and a much dispersed charge act to increase burn durations above the expected linear

trend.

Comparing across piston crevice modifications, the new top land modification seems to be

fundamentally different from the other cases. Burn durations seem to be independent of piston

crevice volume for the control, groove 1, and groove 2 piston crevice modifications, but the top

land modification has higher 10-90 burn durations for all NIMEP values tested. This burning

duration depends mainly on stoichiometry (which remains at k = 1) and MAP (which affects

residual fraction and charge motion). For the new top land modification higher efficiency leads

to lower MAP values (and thus higher residual fraction and lower charge motion) for a given

NIMEP value, thus extending burn duration.
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Figure 5-16 10-90 burn durations versus NIMEP for the baseline case at various piston
crevice modifications.
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5.2.6 Emissions

Hydrocarbon emissions results verify previous studies while simultaneously providing

valuable insight on the oxidation of trapped crevice gas. For the baseline case at the control

piston crevice modification, hydrocarbon emission indices are plotted along with the three

hydrocarbon emission models against NIMEP in Figure 5-17. Here it can be seen that the FFID

results fall between the flowchart model and complete oxidation model. This is expected as

engines have progressed to limit hydrocarbon emissions since the basis for the flow chart model

was created. That the values fall between these two models reinforces reliability of the

hydrocarbon emission measurements, and shows that at least some of the fuel mass trapped in

the piston crevice is escaping primary combustion.

Hydrocarbon Emission Index vs NIMEP
CR = 9.24, Control, RPM = 2000, Coolant = 80*C
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Figure 5-17 Hydrocarbon emission index versus NIMEP showing crevice models and FFID
measurements for compression ratio of 9.24, control, 2000 rpm, 800 C coolant.
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Results for the baseline case at various piston crevice modifications are displayed as

emissions indices versus NIMEP in Figure 5-18. Experimental data points are connected with a

modified cubic interpolation and the two part load NIMEP values from Table 5-1 are calculated.

The hydrocarbon emission index in these experiments is defined as the steady state mass flow

rate of HC emissions in grams divided by the steady state mass flow rate of fuel in kilograms.

The curves tend to decrease with increased load, with the exception of the MAP = 0.8 bar

(NIMEP -6.5 bar) test point for the control and groove 1 piston modifications, which both

increase slightly. Looking across piston crevice modifications, modifications with the highest

crevice volumes tend to have the highest hydrocarbon emission values. Results for hydrocarbon

emission indices have also been obtained from the piston-ring pack model and match

experimental results in both magnitude and trend.

Hydocarbon Emission Index vs NIMEP
CR = 9.24, RPM = 2000, Coolant = 80*C
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Figure 5-18 Hydrocarbon emission index (g HC/kg fuel) versus NIMEP for the baseline
case at various piston crevice modifications.
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The two part load points (Table 5-1) for the baseline case (Table 5-2) have been isolated and

are shown with absolute values in Figure 5-19 and with relative values, referenced to control

piston crevice modification, in Figure 5-20. At both of the load points hydrocarbon emission

indices rise with increased crevice volume, but do so with different concavities. The absolute

values for the lower load case tend to be above those for the higher load. This is especially

prevalent in the largest crevice volume case. This could be caused by higher component and in-

cylinder temperatures allowing for oxidation of crevice gas further into the expansion stroke.

Focusing on the relative changes it can be concluded that, for this experimental setup, lowering

the crevice volume from the control case provides more benefit at high load, and increasing the

crevice volume from control causes more hydrocarbon emissions at low load.
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Figure 5-19 Hydrocarbon emission index (g HC/kg fuel) versus crevice volume for the
baseline case at two part load NIMEP values.
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Figure 5-20 Relative hydrocarbon emission index change versus relative crevice volume
change for the baseline case at two part load NIMEP values.

Combustion inefficiency is calculated from CO, H2, and HC values. CO values are measured

directly from a NDIR, H2 values are calculated based on the CO measurements and the water-

gas shift, and HC values are measured using the FFID. These emissions values are then plugged

into Equation 5.7:

Zi miQLHVi

rhfQLHVf
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where 1 - 17, is combustion inefficiency, rui is mass flow rate of each emission component,

QLHV, is the lower heating value of each emission component, rnf is fuel mass flow rate, QLHVf is

the lower heating value of the fuel. Results for the baseline case at various piston crevice

modifications are displayed as combustion inefficiencies versus NIMEP in Figure 5-21.

Experimental data points are connected with a modified cubic interpolation and the two part load

NIMEP values from Table 5-1 are calculated. Curves for each piston crevice modification do not

follow any consistent trend. At low NIMEP values the trend across piston crevice modification

matches that for the hydrocarbon emissions in that as crevice volume is increased combustion

inefficiency increases.
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Figure 5-21 Combustion inefficiency versus NIMEP for the baseline case at various piston
crevice modifications.
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5.2.7 Blowby

At the baseline case (Table 5-2) blowby has been calculated from a piston-ring dynamic

simulation for the various crevice volumes and MAP values summarized in Table 4-1. Blowby is

found to be 6.04e-5 kg/s or about 1.54% of the total flow for the baseline case at a MAP value of

0.6 bar. This blowby flow causes an efficiency loss based on the amount of fuel mass trapped in

the blowby gas. An approximate estimate of this fraction would be that about 50% of the blowby

mass is unburned mixture, meaning that about half of the percentages of total flow reported will

apply to escaping fuel mass. Since blowby is not recycled in this engine any changes in blowby

with varied engine parameters will contribute to slight efficiency differences.

Increasing the MAP to 0.8 bar increases the blowby value to 9.69e-5 kg/s; about 1.75% of

the total flow. The increased percentage of total flow slightly degrades measured efficiency, but

this is largely covered up by the larger increases associated with operating at higher loads.

The most important look at blowby for the baseline case is across the different piston crevice

modifications. At the largest piston crevice modification (groove 2) the blowby value is found to

be 5.97-5 kg/s; about 1.56% of the total flow. At the smallest piston crevice modification (new

top) the blowby value is found to be 6.24-5 kg/s; about 1.62% of the total flow. These numbers

are essentially identical and thus blowby does not play a role in efficiency values across crevice

modifications for the baseline case.

5.3 Effect of Compression Ratio

5.3.1 Compression Ratio Effect on Efficiency

The effect of compression ratio change on engine indicated efficiency is examined using

experimental data for the control piston modification at 2000 rpm and 80'C coolant temperature.

The indicated efficiency values for different compression ratios are plotted versus NIMEP in

Figure 5-22. Experimental data points are connected with a modified cubic interpolation and the

two part load NIMEP values from Table 5-1 are calculated. From the experimental results is can

be seen that the efficiency curves are roughly parallel and are shifted up at higher compression
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ratio. From the limited number of compression ratios tested a diminishing return can be seen as

compression ratio is increased.

The two part load points (Table 5-1) have been isolated and are plotted against compression

ratio in Figure 5-23. Efficiency values are plotted as relative changes, referenced to a standard

compression ratio of 10. Here the diminishing return with compression ratio increase is further

emphasized. Increasing the compression ratio from 10 to 12.57 results in approximately a 2%

relative increase in indicated efficiency for both of the NIMEP values tested.

Indicated Efficiency vs NIMEP
Control, RPM = 2000, Coolant = 80*C
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Figure 5-22 Indicated efficiency versus NIMEP for the control piston modification, speed
of 2000 rpm, and 801C coolant temperature at various compression ratios.
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Relative Indicated Efficiency vs Compression Ratio
Control, RPM = 2000, Coolant = 80*C
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Figure 5-23 Relative indicated efficiency change versus compression ratio for the control
piston modification, speed of 2000 rpm, and 80*C coolant temperature at two
part load NIMEP values; referenced to a compression ratio of 10.

5.3.2 Baseline Case with Compression Ratio Effect

The efficiency effects of changing compression ratio for the control piston modification at

2000 rpm and 80'C coolant temperature are used to approximate the efficiency effects of slight

changes in compression ratio resulting from crevice volume change. Specifically, efficiency

values at the three different compression ratios for the control piston crevice modification at

2000 rpm, 80'C coolant temperature, and corresponding load are taken as the basis for

interpolation. When crevice volume is changed in these experiments clearance volume is altered

slightly, thus changing compression ratio. These slight changes in compression ratio are then

plugged into the interpolation to find the degree to which efficiency change from crevice
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modification is due to altered compression ratio. Results of this analysis are shown in Figure

5-24 and Figure 5-25. Figure 5-24 plots absolute values while Figure 5-25 plots relative changes.

Looking at the absolute values the changes from compression ratio are almost nonexistent for all

but the biggest crevice volume. These effects are slightly more noticeable in the relative plot and

slightly counteract the changes seen from changing compression ratio. As crevice volume is

increased compression ratio decreases slightly, thus decreasing efficiency. The opposite is true

with decreased crevice volume. Overall these effects are very small and can be neglected in

analyzing the effect of crevice volume on engine efficiency.

Indicated Efficiency vs Crevice Volume
CR = 9.24, RPM = 2000, Coolant = 80*C
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Figure 5-24 Indicated efficiency versus crevice volume for the baseline case at two part
load NIMEP values; corrected for compression ratio change resulting from
crevice volume change.
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Figure 5-25 Relative indicated efficiency change versus relative crevice volume change for
the baseline case at two part load NIMEP values; corrected for compression
ratio change resulting from crevice volume change.

5.3.3 Crevice Volume Effect on Efficiency

For all three compression ratios efficiencies are measured for each modified piston geometry

at 2000 rpm and 80'C coolant temperature. The two part load points (Table 5-1) have been

isolated in Figure 5-26 through Figure 5-29. In Figure 5-26 indicated efficiencies are plotted

against crevice volume for an NIMEP value of 3.6 bar at the different compression ratios. In

Figure 5-27 the relative changes in indicated efficiency are plotted against relative changes in

crevice volume; both referenced to the control piston crevice modification. There is one obvious

outlier in the data, (CR=12.57, highest crevice volume) which is most likely due to some error in
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the experimental setup during this test day. Neglecting this point, the different compression

ratios respond very similarly to changing crevice volume. The relative changes in efficiency

collapse nicely, meaning that for this experimental setup, NIMEP value, and range of

compression ratios the crevice effect on engine efficiency is roughly independent of compression

ratio.
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Naturally Aspirated Indicated Efficiency vs Crevice Volume
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Figure 5-26 Indicated efficiency versus crevice volume for a speed of 2000 rpm, 80*C
coolant temperature, and an NIMEP value of 3.6 bar at various compression
ratios.
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Naturally Aspirated Relative Indicated Efficiency vs Relative Crevice Volume
RPM = 2000, Coolant = 80*C , NIMEP = 3.6 bar
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Figure 5-27 Relative indicated efficiency change versus relative crevice volume change for
a speed of 2000 rpm, 80 0C coolant temperature, and an NIMEP value of 3.6
bar at various compression ratios.
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Figure 5-28 and Figure 5-29 focus on efficiencies at the turbo-downsized load point. In

Figure 5-28 indicated efficiencies are plotted against crevice volume for an NIMEP value of 5.6

bar at different compression ratios, and in Figure 5-29 these efficiencies and crevice volumes are

shown as relative changes from the control piston crevice modification. At this higher load point

efficiencies for all compression ratios have increased. Trends are similar across compression

ratio, and except for the one outlier point mentioned earlier, the relative efficiencies collapse. For

this engine speed, coolant temperature, and NIMEP value the crevice effect on engine efficiency

is independent of compression ratio.
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Figure 5-28 Indicated efficiency versus crevice volume for a speed of 2000 rpm, 80*C
coolant temperature, and an NIMEP value of 5.6 bar at various compression
ratios.
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Turbo-Downsized Relative Indicated Efficiency vs Relative Crevice Volume
RPM = 2000, Coolant = 80*C , NIMEP = 5.6 bar
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Figure 5-29 Relative indicated efficiency change versus relative crevice volume change for
a speed of 2000 rpm, 801C coolant temperature, and an NIMEP value of 5.6
bar at various compression ratios.
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5.3.4 Blowby

Blowby differs with changing pressure time histories as compression ratio is varied in the

engine setup. For the control piston modification at 2000 rpm, 80'C coolant temperature, and a

MAP value of 0.6 bar blowby values are simulated with the piston-ring pack model for the three

compression ratios studied. At a compression ratio of 9.24 the blowby value is found to be 6.04-

5 kg/s; about 1.54% of the total flow. At a compression ratio of 10.87 the blowby value is found

to be 6.94-5 kg/s; about 1.76% of the total flow. At a compression ratio of 12.57 the blowby

value is found to be 7.62-5 kg/s; about 1.94% of the total flow. As compression ratio is increased

pressures are increased, causing a larger fraction of total mass to escape the combustion chamber

through blowby. This effect tends to reduce the efficiency increases seen from increasing

compression ratio. In a real engine this blowby would be recycled and a slightly higher

efficiency gain would be seen for a given compression ratio increase.

5.4 Effect of Engine Speed

5.4.1 Crevice Volume Effect on Efficiency

Three different speeds, 1500, 2000, and 2500 rpm, are investigated at each compression ratio.

For a compression ratio of 9.24, 80'C coolant temperature, and an NIMEP value of 3.6 bar

absolute efficiencies and crevice volumes are shown in Figure 5-30 and relative values are

shown in Figure 5-31. At this compression ratio indicated efficiency values for the control,

groove 1, and groove 2 piston crevice modifications for different engine speeds are all very close

to each other. There is a little more spread when crevice volume is decreased to its lowest value,

but this is still small compared to the magnitude of the relative changes shown in Figure 5-31.

For this compression ratio, coolant temperature, and NIMEP value it can be said that the crevice

effect on indicated efficiency is essentially independent of engine speed.
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Naturally Aspirated Indicated Efficiency vs Crevice Volume
CR = 9.24, Coolant = 80*C , NIMEP = 3.6 bar
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Figure 5-30 Indicated efficiency versus crevice volume for
80*C coolant temperature, and an NIMEP value

a compression ratio of 9.24,
of 3.6 bar at various speeds.
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Naturally Aspirated Relative Indicated Efficiency vs Relative Crevice Volume
CR = 9.24, Coolant = 80*C , NIMEP = 3.6 bar
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Figure 5-31 Relative indicated efficiency change versus relative crevice volume change for
a compression ratio of 9.24, 801C coolant temperature, and an NIMEP value
of 3.6 bar at various speeds.
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For a compression ratio of 10.87, 80'C coolant temperature, and an NIMEP value of 3.6 bar

absolute efficiencies and crevice volumes are shown in Figure 5-32 and relative values are

shown in Figure 5-33. Similar to the results for a compression ratio of 9.24 there is some spread

in the values at the lowest crevice volume, but very little at all other crevice volumes. The

relative changes in Figure 5-33 mostly collapse and so for this compression ratio, coolant

temperature, and NIMEP value the crevice effect on indicated efficiency is essentially

independent of engine speed.
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Figure 5-32 Indicated efficiency versus crevice volume for a compression ratio of 10.87,
80 0 C coolant temperature, and an NIMEP value of 3.6 bar at various speeds.
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Naturally Aspirated Relative Indicated Efficiency vs Relative Crevice Volume
CR = 10.87, Coolant = 80 0C , NIMEP = 3.6 bar
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Figure 5-33 Relative indicated efficiency change versus relative crevice volume change for
a compression ratio of 10.87, 80*C coolant temperature, and an NIMEP value
of 3.6 bar at various speeds.
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For a compression ratio of 12.57, 80'C coolant temperature, and an NIMEP value of 3.6 bar

absolute efficiencies and crevice volumes are shown in Figure 5-34 and relative values are

shown in Figure 5-35. Unlike the previous two compression ratios there is significant spread in

the absolute efficiencies across engine speed at all of the crevice volumes. Interestingly, the

relative changes shown in Figure 5-35 collapse across compression ratio. These two observations

combine to show that for this compression ratio, coolant temperature, and NIMEP value the

indicated efficiency is not independent of engine speed, but the crevice effect on indicated

efficiency is independent of engine speed.
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Figure 5-34 Indicated efficiency versus crevice volume for a compression ratio of 12.57,
80*C coolant temperature, and an NIMEP value of 3.6 bar at various speeds.
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Naturally Aspirated Relative Indicated Efficiency vs Relative Crevice Volume
CR = 12.57, Coolant = 80*C , NIMEP = 3.6 bar
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Figure 5-35 Relative indicated efficiency change versus relative crevice volume change for
a compression ratio of 12.57, 80 0C coolant temperature, and an NIMEP value
of 3.6 bar at various speeds.
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5.4.2 Blowby

Blowby changes across different engine speeds as engine cycle absolute time varies. For a

compression ratio of 9.24 at the control piston modification, 80'C coolant temperature, and a

MAP value of 0.6 bar blowby values are simulated with the piston-ring pack model for the three

engine speeds investigated. At an engine speed of 1500 rpm the blowby value is found to be

6.03-5 kg/s; about 2.13% of the total flow. At an engine speed of 2000 rpm the blowby value is

found to be 6.04-5 kg/s; about 1.54% of the total flow. At an engine speed of 2500 rpm the

blowby value is found to be 6.55-5 kg/s; about 1.29% of the total flow. As engine speed is

increased the blowby flow as a fraction of total flow decreases. This is because at higher speeds

there is less time for gas to flow through the piston-ring pack. These changes are small and lead

to changes in efficiency that are clouded by various other changes to efficiency from running at

different engine speeds.

5.5 Effect of Coolant Temperature

5.5.1 Crevice Volume Effect on Efficiency

Two different coolant temperatures, 50'C and 80'C, are investigated at each compression

ratio. For a compression ratio of 9.24, a speed of 2000 rpm, and an NIMEP value of 3.6 bar

absolute efficiencies and crevice volumes are shown in Figure 5-36 and relative values are

shown in Figure 5-37. For this case the two efficiency values for different coolant temperatures

at the control, groove1, and groove 2 piston crevice modifications are close together. This is

caused by similar quenching characteristics at the entrances to the piston crevice. Interestingly,

for the new top land piston crevice modification the indicated efficiency at the reduced coolant

temperature is much higher. This could be the result of the increased mass trapped in the crevice

under cooler conditions, but this is very loosely concluded.
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Figure 5-36 Indicated efficiency versus crevice volume for a compression ratio of 9.24,
speed of 2000 rpm, and an NIMEP value of 3.6 bar at two coolant
temperatures.
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Figure 5-37 Relative indicated efficiency change versus
a compression ratio of 9.24, speed of 2000
bar at two coolant temperatures.
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For a compression ratio of 12.57, a speed of 2000 rpm, and an NIMEP value of 3.6 bar

absolute efficiencies and crevice volumes are shown in Figure 5-38 and relative values are

shown in Figure 5-39. Again the two efficiency values at different coolant temperatures for the

control, groovel, and groove 2 piston crevice modifications are close together, whereas the

efficiency value at the new top land modification is much higher for the reduced coolant

temperature.
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Figure 5-38 Indicated efficiency versus crevice volume for a compression ratio of 10.87,
speed of 2000 rpm, and an NIMEP value of 3.6 bar at two coolant
temperatures.
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Naturally Aspirated Relative Indicated Efficiency vs Relative Crevice Volume
CR = 10.87, RPM = 2000 , NIMEP = 3.6 bar
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Figure 5-39 Relative indicated efficiency change versus relative crevice volume change for
a compression ratio of 10.87, speed of 2000 rpm, and an NIMEP value of 3.6
bar at two coolant temperatures.
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For a compression ratio of 12.57, a speed of 2000 rpm, and an NIMEP value of 3.6 bar

absolute efficiencies and crevice volumes are shown in Figure 5-40 and relative values are

shown in Figure 5-41. At this compression ratio the efficiencies are all over the place when

comparing across coolant temperature. No explanation is readily available for this compression

ratio case.
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Figure 5-40 Indicated efficiency versus crevice volume for a compression ratio of 12.57,
speed of 2000 rpm, and an NIMEP value of 3.6 bar at two coolant
temperatures.
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Naturally Aspirated Relative Indicated Efficiency vs Relative Crevice Volume
CR = 12.57, RPM = 2000 , NIMEP = 3.6 bar
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Figure 5-41 Relative indicated efficiency change versus relative crevice volume change for
a compression ratio of 12.57, speed of 2000 rpm, and an NIMEP value of 3.6
bar at two coolant temperatures.
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6 Conclusions

This experimental and simulation based study looks at the effects of altering piston crevice

volume and compression ratio on indicated efficiency. These effects on efficiency are quantified

on a broad basis using simulations, and with a more narrow focus using experiments on a single

cylinder test engine.

6.1 Crevice Volume Effect on Efficiency

6.1.1 Simulation Study

Results from the simulation study compute crevice loss as a fraction of fuel energy for

various displacement volumes and compression ratios. At the part load case, crevice losses range

from 0.6 - 2.5% of the fuel energy. At the full load case, crevice losses range from 0.5 - 2.4% of

the fuel energy. Crevice loss increases as displacement volume decreases and compression ratio

increases. Losses are very similar across load because fuel mass trapped in the piston crevice as a

fraction of total fuel mass is nearly constant. With engine downsizing crevice loss as a fraction of

fuel energy drops by an absolute 0.5% per 100 cc reduction in displacement volume, and these

changes are independent of compression ratio.

6.1.2 Baseline Case

Experimental results for the baseline case (compression ratio = 9.24, speed = 2000 rpm,

coolant temperature = 80'C, MBT Timing) measure indicated efficiency changes across different

piston crevice modifications and loads. Piston crevice volume is increased by cutting out a

groove in the top land. For increased crevice volumes absolute indicated efficiency at the

baseline conditions decreases by 0.3-0.5%-points per 1000 mm3 . These efficiency degradations

correspond to 1.2-1.5% relative decreases for a 100% increase in crevice volume; referenced to

the control piston crevice modification. Piston crevice volume is decreased by sliding the top

ring closer to the piston crown. For decreased crevice volumes absolute indicated efficiency at

the baseline conditions increases by 2.3-3.5%-points per 1000 mm 3. These efficiency

improvements correspond to 6.9-11.8% relative increases for a 100% decrease in crevice
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volume; referenced to the control piston crevice modification. An approximate theoretical

analysis is completed to assess validity of experimental changes, which finds an expected

absolute change in indicated efficiency of 1.2%-points per 1000 mm3 . Some degree of flame

entrance into the piston crevice would act to shift the effective crevice volume to lower values.

This could cause the difference between the theoretical and experimental slopes.

Due to high peak pressures and low crevice temperatures, there is significant mass trapped in

the piston crevice at the various piston crevice volumes tested; 5-20% of total charge mass. The

approximation of flame arrival at the piston crevice coinciding with peak pressure is shown to be

a reasonable assumption based on 90% mass burned fractions.

6.1.3 Across Compression Ratio

Based on simulation study results the crevice effect on absolute efficiency is expected to

change by about 0.1%-points of fuel energy per 1 unit of compression ratio increase. At

experimental conditions and uncertainties this is far too small of a change to notice.

Experimental results show that the crevice volume effect on efficiency is essentially independent

of compression ratio for the conditions tested.

6.1.4 Across Engine Speed

At three different engine speeds (1500, 2000, and 2500 rpm) relative changes in indicated

efficiency collapse for all piston crevice modifications at each compression ratio. This shows that

the crevice effect on efficiency is roughly independent of engine speed at the conditions tested.

6.1.5 Across Coolant Temperature

For the lower compression ratios most indicated efficiency values are close together across

coolant temperatures. At these cases piston quenching remains similar even though piston and

liner expansion change. These changes, along with changes in quenching behavior of the bulk

gas, cancel out most efficiency changes of the crevice effect from altering coolant temperature.

At the new top modification efficiency gains from reducing the crevice volume are significantly

higher at the lower coolant temperature. This could be the result of the increased mass trapped in

the crevice under cooler conditions, but the full reason for this change is not currently clear.
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6.2 Compression Ratio Effect on Efficiency

6.2.1 Simulation Study

Simulation study results for brake efficiencies are available for compression ratios ranging

from 8 to 20 at part and full load. Diminishing returns are seen as compression ratio is increased

from 8 to 20, with about a 2%-point absolute increase from 8 to 12 and a 0.5%-point absolute

increase from 16 to 20, at the part load condition. Larger changes are seen at the full load

condition; about a 3.5%-point absolute increase from 8 to 12 and a 1.5%-point absolute increase

from 16 to 20. For both of the load conditions this gain with increased compression ratio is

nearly independent of displacement volume.

6.2.2 Experimental Results

Experimental results for indicated efficiencies are measured at three compression ratios

(9.24, 10.87, and 12.57) for the control piston crevice modification at a speed of 2000 rpm and

coolant temperature of 80'C. Two load points (NIMEP = 3.6, 5.6 bar) are isolated and show

nearly identical absolute and relative efficiency trends with changing compression ratio. There is

again a diminishing return as compression ratio is increased, with a 1% absolute gain in indicated

efficiency when going from 9.24 to 10.87, and only a 0.3% absolute gain in indicated efficiency

when going from 10.87 to 12.57.

6.3 Application to Engine Design

These results have strong implications in future piston design focusing on maximum

efficiency, while maintaining piston performance and durability.

6.3.1 New Top Land Height

When designing new pistons to take advantage of the efficiency increase from decreased

piston crevice volume, it is important to note which geometric parameters are most readily

altered. Piston-liner clearances in modem engines are very tightly controlled based on thermal

expansion considerations, and are currently set to minimum safe values. This leaves the top land
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height as the preferred parameter to change in order to realize smaller piston crevice volumes.

Reducing the top land height brings the top ring closer to the combustion chamber, and reduces

the axial strength of the piston crown near the edges. These effects must be quantified in

deciding a new piston top land height for improved efficiency.

6.3.2 Piston and Top Ring Concerns

Piston durability is arguably the most important consideration in piston design. Piston crowns

are exposed to the highest pressures and temperatures, and thus must be strong enough to resist

fracture and thermal degradation. New materials and cooling concepts will have to be

investigated to ensure piston durability, while allowing for this increase in efficiency from a

reduced top land height.

Another challenge in reducing top land height is that of the top ring temperature. When the

top ring is moved closer to the combustion chamber it will increase in temperature, and possibly

degrade lubrication performance. This effect must be quantified and mitigated if efficiency gains

are to be realized.

6.3.3 Increased Importance in Future Engines

Results of the simulation study in particular show the greater importance piston crevice loss

will play as modem engines shift to turbo-downsized concepts. The crevice volume effect on

efficiency increases in magnitude as displacement volume decreases. Larger engines will

continue to be replaced by smaller turbocharged counterparts to meet efficiency standards,

leading to higher piston crevice losses.

Experimental results are unable to discern any differences in the crevice volume effect on

efficiency across compression ratios, but the simulation study shows that there will be higher

losses due to the crevice at higher compression ratios. Better knock resistant engine concepts and

fuels will lead to higher compression ratios being used in the future. This will only lead to

greater importance of the piston crevice in regards to efficiency.
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Appendix A: Two-Plate Quench Distance

Two-plate quench distance is the minimum gap between two large parallel plates that allows

a flame to travel. In engines this value can be directly applied to quenching at the entrance to the

piston crevice by using in-cylinder conditions and geometry. Two plate quench distances are

analyzed by relating heat release in the flame to heat losses to the walls, unburned mixture, and

burned mixture. This analysis leads to the Peclet number, which can then be used in Equation

A. 1 to find quench distances:

_Pez kf
dq,2 - Pe~cf [A.1]PU SLCPJf

where dq,2 is the two-plate quench distance, Pe2 is the Peclet number, kf is the thermal

conductivity at flame conditions, pu is the unburned gas density, SL is the laminar flame speed,

and cp,f is the specific heat at constant pressure at flame conditions. Lavoie has run experiments

using propane to suggest the correlation for Peclet numbers shown in Equation A.2 [19]:

9.5 p .26-min(1, 1/ p2)
Pe2 = - ) [A.2]

where p is the fuel/air equivalence ratio, and p is the in-cylinder pressure in atmosphere. To

find quench distances at engine operating conditions additional information needs to be attained

about unburned gas and flame properties.

A.1 Gas Properties

To find the unburned gas density the ideal gas law is used in Equation A.3:

p *M
Pu- l *TU [A.3]
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where p is the in-cylinder pressure, M, is the molecular weight of unburned gas, R is the

universal gas constant, and T, is unburned gas temperature. Pressure can be obtained directly

from experiments, unburned temperature can be found from component temperature estimates,

and the unburned gas molecular weight can be found by balancing chemical equations resulting

in Equation A.4 to A.7:

= mRP [A.4]nlu

mRP = 32 + 4p(1 + 2E) + 28.16V) [A.5]

~(i~4(1 + 2E)(.p

n = ( 1 - + 1 + P + rnb [A.6]
- Mf

nb = (1-E)(+1±+l [A.7]

where mRP is total mass of mixture, nu is moles of unburned mixture, nb is moles of burned

mixture, p is fuel/air equivalence ratio, E = 4/(4 + molar H/C ratio of fuel), ip is the molar

N/O ratio, and 5r is the molar residual fraction.

The ratio of thermal conductivity to specific heat at constant pressure for the flame condition

can be found using Equation A.8:

kf _ /pg

Cpf Prf [A.8]

where kf is the thermal conductivity, cpf is the specific heat at constant pressure, yij is the

absolute viscosity, and Prf is the Prandtl number, all at flame conditions. Absolute viscosity has

been correlated for engines based on equivalence ratio and temperature, as shown in Equation

A.9 and A.10 [22,23]:
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Pair

1 + 0.027qp [A.9]

Pair = 3.3x10- 7 * T 0.7 [A.10]

where pif is absolute viscosity at flame conditions, pair is absolute viscosity for air, and T is

in-cylinder temperature. Prandtl number at flame conditions can be calculated based on the ratio

of specific heats shown in Equation A. 11 [22,23]:

Prf = 0.05 + 4.2(y - 1) - 6.7(y - 1)2 [A. I1]

where Prf is the Prandtl number at flame conditions and y is the ratio of specific heats.

Specific heat ratios have previously been calculated and are reproduced in Figure A-I for

different equivalence ratios and temperatures [22,23].
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Figure A-1 Burned gas ratio of specific heats versus fuel/air equivalence ratio for various
temperatures [22,23].

A.2 Laminar Flame Speed

Laminar flame speed is an important parameter in combustion research and has thusly been

studied extensively. With regard to engine research, data at high pressures and temperatures fit

well to the power law displayed in Equation A. 12:

SL = SL,O () (-)I3 [A.12]

where SLO is laminar flame speed at standard conditions, Tu is unburned gas temperature, p is

in-cylinder pressure, To is the standard temperature, po is the standard pressure, and a and fl are
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constants. Experiments have been conducted on gasoline to correlate values for SL,O [21], a and

f [20]; these correlations are shown in Equation A. 13 to A. 15.

SL'O = BM + B42((p - Pm)2 [A.13]

ag = 2.4 - 0.27p3.51 [A.14]

fig = -0.357 + 0.14cp2 77  [A.15]

where SL,O is laminar flame speed at standard conditions, p is fuel/air equivalence ratio, and Bm,

BW, and VPm are constants. Bm, B,, and Pm are found through experimental correlations to be Bm =

0.305 m/s, Bq, = -0.549 m/s, and Pm = 1.21 [21].

Residual gas can have a large effect on laminar burning velocity, which is captured by the

correlation shown in Equation A. 16 [20]:

SL(Sb SL(b = O)(1 - 2.05b. 7 7 ) [A.16]

where SL () is the laminar flame speed at a given burned gas fraction, SL ( = 0) is the laminar

flame speed without burned gas, and Xb is the molar burned gas fraction.
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Appendix B: Orifice Flow

Fluid flow through a restriction occurs often in engines and can be related to ideal flow

situations. This is normally done through experimentation to find a discharge coefficient, CD-

Liquids and gases flow differently through a restriction and both are presented here.

B.1 Liquid Flow

Combining Bernoulli's equation with the mass continuity equation for an incompressible

substance Equation B. 1 is formulated for an ideal liquid flow through an orifice:

2p(p - P2) 11/2
mideal = A 1 - (A2/AI)2 [B.1]

where mideal is the ideal mass flow rate, A1 is the cross sectional area immediately upstream

of the orifice, A2 is the cross sectional area immediately downstream of the orifice, p is density,

pi is pressure immediately upstream of the orifice, and P2 is pressure immediately downstream

of the orifice. The real mass flow rate is calculated by introducing the discharge coefficient, CD,

creating Equation B.2:

[ 2 P(Pi - P2) 1/2

mreal = CDA 2  P2 1 /2 [B.2]

where Threal is the real mass flow rate and CD is the discharge coefficient. This equation can

then be rearranged to isolate components associated with a particular orifice geometry and fluid

combination. These variables are contained in the first set of brackets in Equation B.3 and can be

experimentally determined. It is important to note that the discharge coefficient can change

slightly with mass flow rate and fluid properties.

r 2(CDA2 ) 2 1/2

rhreal = 2 I * [P(P1 - P2)11/2 [B.3]
1 - (A2/A1)2 1
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B.2 Gas Flow

Gas flow through an orifice can be ideally represented as an isentropic flow with constant

stagnation temperature and pressure. The steady flow energy equation and isentropic relation for

temperature and pressure changes can then be combined to find the relations for pressure and

temperature shown in Equation B.4 and B.5:

T_ y -l
- = 1 + 2 m2 [B.4]

-O = (1 + Y-1M2)ly' [B.5]
P 2

where To is stagnation temperature, T is static temperature, po is stagnation pressure, p is

static pressure, y is the ratio of specific heats, and M is Mach number. These relations can then

be combined with the mass flow rate (ih = pAV), ideal gas law (p = pRT), and Mach number

definition (M = V/a , a = fyRT) to find Equation B.6 for the ideal mass flow rate:

. ATpO PT 1/y 2y (P Ly_,7/ 1/2
mideal = 1/2 - 1 - [B.6](RTO) (PO ly - 1 PO

where 7iideal is the ideal mass flow rate, AT is throat area, po is stagnation pressure, R is the

specific gas constant, To is stagnation temperature, PT is throat pressure, and y is the ratio of

specific heats. When the flow velocity at the throat equals the speed of sound the flow is said to

be choked. For this condition only raising the stagnation pressure or temperature upstream can

increase the flow rate. A flow will be in this choked condition if the ratio of throat pressure to

upstream stagnation pressure satisfies Equation B.7:

; < [2/(y + 1)]Y/(Y~1) [B.7]

where PT is throat pressure, po is stagnation pressure, and y is the ratio of specific heats.
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When the flow is choked the ideal mass flow rate reduces to Equation B.8:

hideal - 1/2 ( 2 )(y+1)/2(y-1) [B.8]daei =(R To) 21/2 y + 1[B8

where TideaI is the ideal mass flow rate, AT is throat area, po is stagnation pressure, R is the

specific gas constant, To is stagnation temperature, and y is the ratio of specific heats. To convert

to real flow rates a discharge coefficient is introduced. For a sub-critical, non-choked flow the

real mass flow rate of a gas through an orifice is given by Equation B.9, and for a choked flow

by Equation B.10:

. CD T popT T1/2

mreal CDATPO PT i/y 2 y 1 - (- )/) [B.9]Thet-(RTO)112 p) y _1 PO

Tnreal = CDARPO Y 1/2 2 (y+1)/ 2 (y-1) [B.l1].y o 1/ 2 ( N
(RTO)1/ 2  y + 1/

where rhreal is the ideal mass flow rate, AT is throat area, po is stagnation pressure, R is the

specific gas constant, To is stagnation temperature, PT is throat pressure, and y is the ratio of

specific heats.
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Appendix C: Additional Plots across Speed

Turbo-Downsized Indicated Efficiency vs Crevice Volume
CR = 9.24, Coolant = 80*C , NIMEP = 5.6 bar

o RPM=1500
0 RPM=2000 -
A RPM=2500

-o

0

- 0

0

00
A0

-9
1000 1500

Crevice Volume
2000 2500

[mmI

Figure C-1 Indicated efficiency versus crevice volume for
80 0C coolant temperature, and an NIMEP value

a compression ratio of 9.24,
of 5.6 bar at various speeds.
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Turbo-Downsized Relative Indicated Efficiency vs Relative Crevice Volume
CR = 9.24, Coolant = 80*C , NIMEP = 5.6 bar

o RPM=1500
o RPM=2000
& RPM=2500

0 -

I 0
0
Relative Crevice

50
Volume Change

Figure C-2 Relative indicated efficiency change versus relative crevice volume change for
a compression ratio of 9.24, 801C coolant temperature, and an NIMEP value
of 5.6 bar at various speeds.
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Turbo-Downsized Indicated Efficiency vs Crevice Volume
CR = 10.87, Coolant = 80*C , NIMEP = 5.6 bar
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Figure C-3 Indicated efficiency versus crevice volume for a compression ratio of 10.87,
80*C coolant temperature, and an NIMEP value of 5.6 bar at various speeds.
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Turbo-Downsized Relative Indicated Efficiency vs Relative Crevice Volume
CR = 10.87, Coolant = 80*C , NIMEP = 5.6 bar
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Figure C-4 Relative indicated efficiency change versus relative crevice volume change for
a compression ratio of 10.87, 80 0C coolant temperature, and an NIMEP value
of 5.6 bar at various speeds.
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Turbo-Downsized Indicated Efficiency vs Crevice Volume
CR = 12.57, Coolant = 80*C , NIMEP = 5.6 bar
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0 RPM=2000
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Figure C-5 Indicated efficiency versus crevice volume for a compression ratio of 12.57,
80*C coolant temperature, and an NIMEP value of 5.6 bar at various speeds.
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Turbo-Downsized Relative Indicated Efficiency vs Relative Crevice Volume
CR = 12.57, Coolant = 800C , NIMEP = 5.6 bar
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Figure C-6 Relative indicated efficiency change versus relative crevice volume change for
a compression ratio of 12.57, 80*C coolant temperature, and an NIMEP value
of 5.6 bar at various speeds.
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Appendix D: Additional Plots across Coolant Temp

Turbo-Downsized Indicated Efficiency vs Crevice Volume
CR = 9.24, RPM = 2000 , NIMEP = 5.6 bar

1000 1500
Crevice Volume [mm3

2000 2500

Figure D-1 Indicated efficiency versus crevice volume for a compression ratio of 9.24,
speed of 2000 rpm, and an NIMEP value of 5.6 bar at two coolant
temperatures.
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Turbo-Downsized Relative Indicated Efficiency vs Relative Crevice Volume
CR = 9.24, RPM = 2000 , NIMEP = 5.6 bar
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Figure D-2 Relative indicated efficiency change versus relative crevice volume change for
a compression ratio of 9.24, speed of 2000 rpm, and an NIMEP value of 5.6
bar at two coolant temperatures.
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Turbo-Downsized Indicated Efficiency vs
CR = 10.87, RPM = 2000 , NIMEP

Crevice Volume
= 5.6 bar

1000 1500
Crevice Volume [mm3

2000 2500

Figure D-3 Indicated efficiency versus crevice volume for a compression ratio of 10.87,
speed of 2000 rpm, and an NIMEP value of 5.6 bar at two coolant
temperatures.
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Turbo-Downsized Relative Indicated Efficiency vs Relative Crevice Volume
CR = 10.87, RPM = 2000 , NIMEP = 5.6 bar
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Figure D-4 Relative indicated efficiency change versus relative crevice volume change for
a compression ratio of 10.87, speed of 2000 rpm, and an NIMEP value of 5.6
bar at two coolant temperatures.
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Figure D-5 Indicated efficiency versus crevice volume for a compression ratio of 12.57,
speed of 2000 rpm, and an NIMEP value of 5.6 bar at two coolant
temperatures.
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Turbo-Downsized Relative Indicated Efficiency vs Relative Crevice Volume
CR = 12.57, RPM = 2000 , NIMEP = 5.6 bar
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Figure D-6 Relative indicated efficiency change versus relative crevice volume change for
a compression ratio of 12.57, speed of 2000 rpm, and an NIMEP value of 5.6
bar at two coolant temperatures.
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